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A B S T R A C T

Unlike more established renewable energy conversion technologies, such as wind turbines, wave power systems
have reached neither commercial maturity, nor technological convergence. The significant variation in device
geometries and operating principles has resulted in a diversification of effort, with little coordination or true
comparative analysis. The situation is compounded by the relative lack of systematic optimisation applied to
the sector, partly explained by the complexity and uncertainty associated with wave energy system models, as
well as difficulties in the evaluation of appropriate target function metrics. This review provides a critical
overview of the state-of-the-art in wave energy device geometry optimisation, comparing and contrasting
various optimisation approaches, and attempting to detail the current limitations preventing further progress,
and convergence, in the development of optimal wave energy technology.
1. Introduction

The concept to utilise ocean waves to generate useful energy is not
new, and the first patent dates back to 1799 [1], with more than 1000
wave energy conversion patents registered by 1980 [2]. Due to the
fossil fuel crisis in the 1970s, research and development activities to
harvest energy from ocean waves were boosted dramatically, inspired
by the enormous wave power potential, estimated at 2.11 ± 0.05 TW
globally [3]. Over the past two decades, remarkable progress has been
made to improve the technology performance level (TPL) [4] and
technology readiness level (TRL) of wave energy converters (WECs), by
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applying novel modelling methods and control strategies [5–12], devel-
oping novel power take-off (PTO) mechanisms [13–19], and conducting
sea trials [20–26]. However, wave energy is still virtually untapped
and large scale commercial application of wave energy conversion
technology is mainly hindered by the associated high levelised cost
of energy (LCoE). The LCoE of wave energy ranges from 90 e/MWh
to 490 e/MWh, which is higher than that of fossil fuels and other
renewable resources [27], e.g. wind energy.

A WEC device converts the kinetic and/or potential energy con-
tained in moving waves to useful energy (mainly electricity), compris-
ing floating or submerged bodies, PTO units, control systems, power
306-2619/© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. Th
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Fig. 1. The complete wave-to-wire energy conversion train of a wave energy conversion device.
electronics and other accessories. In general, the energy transfer chain
in a WEC device can be divided into three stages, as shown in Fig. 1,
including primary, secondary, and tertiary, energy conversion stages.
At the primary energy conversion stage, wave power is converted to
mechanical power by the wave–structure interaction (WSI) between
ocean waves and structures/bodies. At this stage, geometric optimi-
sation is required to improve the hydrodynamic performance of WSI
for the specific wave conditions of the installation site, which can be
represented by (somewhat ideal) regular waves, irregular waves or
wave climates. In addition, some novel WEC concepts utilise adaptable
structures and adjust the shape of the structure according to incident
waves to influence the WSI process [28–30], which results in even more
complicated geometric optimisation problem. As mechanical structures
are coupled with PTO systems, e.g. generators, the secondary energy
conversion stage transfers mechanical power into electrical power. The
coupling can be direct, e.g. via a direct-drive generator, or indirect,
where the structure’s motion is, for example transferred to rotational
motion by air turbines [18], hydraulic rams [23], gearboxes [31]
or mechanical motion rectifiers [32]. At this stage, optimal control
strategies are useful to tune the system dynamics to maximise power
output [9,12]. For WECs that oscillate, end-stop protection is required
and can be achieved by control [9,33] or mechanical design [34,35]. In
general, the generated electrical power is of low quality, characterised
by a non-standard alternating-current (AC) profile. Hence, the tertiary
energy conversion stage, utilising power electronics to improve power
quality, is used to transfer the non-standard AC power into direct-
current (DC) power for energy storage or standard AC power for grid
integration [14,36]. Noting that the power flow between these stages
can be either unidirectional or bidirectional, mainly depending upon
PTO systems and control strategies.

For successful large-scale commercial application, it is recommen-
ded to evaluate the TPL and TRL at early stage, and development
trajectories prioritising the TPL over TRL are likely to require much
less development time and cost [4,37]. To evaluate the TPL of a WEC
concept, economic life-cycle performance evaluation is needed and
design optimisation is of critical importance to improve the TPL [38]. In
addition, optimised WEC hull geometry also contributes to improving
system reliability [39]. For a generic WEC device, containing the
aforementioned three energy conversion stages (see Fig. 1), design op-
timisation, i.e. geometric optimisation and optimal control, is required
at the primary and secondary stages, respectively. There are several
reviews summarising control strategies for power maximisation of WEC
systems, including [9–12]. However, to date, a comprehensive review
of geometric optimisation of WEC devices is still missing, and the aim
of this study is to survey geometric optimisation approaches to improve
the hydrodynamic performance of WEC systems at the primary stage.
This paper focuses on the geometric optimisation of various stand-
alone WEC devices rather than WEC array layout optimisation, which
is covered in [40–50].

The WEC geometric optimisation process is illustrated in Fig. 2. For
an initial WEC device concept, the first step is to define the structure
2

and its modes to harvest wave energy via WSI. Based on design wave
conditions and the corresponding WSI performance, a scaled-down ex-
perimental model or a numerical model can be determined to evaluate
the device dynamics and performance. To obtain more practical results,
control force and some critical nonlinear factors should be taken into
account at this step, as energy-maximisation control approaches tend
to exaggerate the WEC motion and non-linearities [51,52]. Therefore,
the optimised geometry varies when control methods change [33,53].
For instance, the optimised radii of semi-submersed cylindrical heaving
point absorbers are 14 m and 6 m for passive control and latching
control [53], respectively. After evaluating the device motion and per-
formance, optimisation algorithms can be used to update the geometric
parameters, and the procedure goes back to the first step, repeating all
the aforementioned steps until the system performance is maximised.

As shown in the flowchart in Fig. 2, the optimised geometry depends
on WEC concept, geometric shape, design wave conditions, WSI mod-
elling methods, control strategy employed, performance criteria and
the optimisation algorithm employed. The influence of each of these
factors on WEC geometric optimisation will be discussed in detail in
this survey. Mooring design may also affect the performance of some
specific devices when wave direction is taken into account [54], but is
not considered in this study as a generic factor. In this paper, the focus
will be WEC geometry optimisation through device simulation. While
adapting and evaluating physical models in an experimental setting is
also an option, the costs associated with such an activity are excessive,
and the number of design iterations are limited. Nevertheless, rough,
small-scale, physical model evolution can play a useful role in the
improvement of basic WEC concepts.

The reminder of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 investi-
gates various concepts of wave energy conversion and their associated
generic geometric shapes, while Section 3 considers design wave con-
ditions for WEC hydrodynamic optimisation, including regular and
irregular waves, and wave climates. Section 4 summarises hydrody-
namic modelling approaches to represent WSI in both numerical and
physical domains, with Section 5 examining the importance of PTO
model fidelity on WEC geometry optimisation. Section 6 discusses
model simplification possibilities and the implementation of WSI and
PTO modelling for WEC geometric optimisation. Energy-maximisation
control strategies, and their effect on WEC geometric optimisation, are
considered in Section 7. In Sections 8 and 9, the foci are optimisation
criteria and algorithms, respectively. Section 10 gives an overview of
the usage rates of various WEC concepts, wave conditions, modelling
methods, control strategies, performance criteria and optimisation al-
gorithms. Comprehensive discussion on the aforementioned factors
are detailed in this section, together with some recommendations for
conducting WEC geometric optimisation. Finally, Section 11 draws
some conclusions on how these aforementioned factors influence the
optimised WEC geometry.

2. Wave energy converters

Since wave energy conversion concepts diverge, with over 1000
devices reported [2], there is no unique categorisation method to cover
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of geometric optimisation for a generic wave energy conversion
device.

all kinds of WEC systems. In general, WEC systems can be classified
according to their deployment locations, working principles, operation
modes and device geometries [8,55–57]. This section gives an overview
of WEC shapes of four primary types, i.e. point absorbers (PAs), os-
cillating wave columns (OWCs), attenuator-type WECs (AWECs) and
terminator-type WECs (TWECs). Noting that this classification is mainly
based on device geometry and working principle, providing different
basic starting points for device optimisation. In this section, working
principles, operation modes and geometric shapes of each type will be
introduced.

2.1. Point absorbers

Point absorbers are referred to the WEC devices whose characteristic
dimensions are much smaller than the incident wave length. PAs may
operate in heave, pitch or multiple degrees of freedom (DoFs), and
situate nearshore or offshore. From the body geometry viewpoint,
PAs can be classified into two sub-types, including one-body PAs and
two-body PAs. The former are generally referenced to the sea bed or
offshore structures, with an absolute displacement reference, while the
latter are mainly self-referenced. Typical hull shapes of one-body and
two-body PAs are summarised in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

One-body PAs utilise one floating or submerging body to interact
with ocean waves, and the body’s motion is referenced to a fixed
PTO device to generate electricity. The body dynamics has low-pass
characteristics in the frequency domain, and the natural frequency
and response amplitude operator (RAO) depends significantly on the
geometric shape of the body. When the natural resonant frequency
is distant from the wave frequency, control strategies can be used to
tune the device’s natural frequency towards wave frequency for power
3

maximisation [9–12,58]. Table 1 summarises 9 fundamental geometric
Table 1
Typical geometric shapes for one-body point absorbers.

Schematic Shape Parameters References

Cylinder
(Cyl)

Radius
Height
Draught

[33,39,48,53,63–79]

Cylinder–moonpool
(CylMpl)

Radii
Height
Draught

[68]

Cone
(Con)

Radius
Cone
Angle
Draught

[65,77,80,81]

Cylinder–cone
(CylCon)

Radius
Heights
Cone
Angle
Draught

[67,72,73,76,82–87]

Cone–Cylinder–cone
(ConCylCon)

Radius
Heights
Cone
Angle
Draught

[78]

Sphere
(Sph)

Radius
Draught

[39,65,73,78]

Cylinder–sphere
(CylSph)

Radius
Height
Draught

[67,72,73,76,83,85,87–89]

Cuboid
(Cub)

Length
Width
Height
Draught

[39,90,91]

Arbitrary shape
(ArbShp)

Points
draught
freeboard

[59–62,92–95]

shapes for one-body PAs, including: (i) cylinder (Cyl), (ii) cylinder
with moonpool (CylMpl), (iii) cone (Con), (iv) cylinder–cone (CylCon),
(v) cone–cylinder–cone (ConCylCon), (vi) sphere (Sph), (vii) cylinder–
sphere (CylSph), (viii) cuboid (Cub), and (ix) arbitrary shape (ArbShp).
Geometric parameters of the hull shapes vary from case to case, but
should define the hull’s length, width, draught and freeboard. For the
cylinder–cone and cone–cylinder–cone shapes, the red dashed lines
illustrate that the cones can be truncated to form frustums. For the hull
shape marked of arbitrary shape, the geometry is flexibly defined by
control points [59–62].

The hull of one-body PAs can be either floating, e.g. the Seabased
Buoy [68], or fully submerged, e.g. the CETO buoy [66]. A floating PA
device usually comprises a symmetrical structure floating on the sea
surface and a PTO system fixed to the sea bed. Hence, the floater’s
draught has a significant influence on its hydrodynamics. For fully
submerged devices, the submergence depth becomes an important
factor that should be taken into account in geometric optimisation, as it
significantly affects a PA’s hydrodynamic performance [78]. One-body
PAs mainly operate in heave mode and are largely insensitive to wave
direction. Hence, most of these shapes are axisymmetric. When wave
direction is taken into account in the geometric optimisation procedure,
the optimised profile may diverge from an axisymmetric shape. For
instance, the optimised profile for a submerged planar pressure differ-
ential WEC depends significantly on wave direction [62]. Only when
the wave direction is evenly distributed in [0, 2𝜋], a circular horizontal
section is obtained via geometric optimisation [62]. In addition, 10
shapes of a one-body heaving PA are compared in [87], to increase

hydrodynamic efficiency by modifying the bottom shape.
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Table 2
Typical geometric shapes for two-body point absorbers.

Schematic Shape Parameters References

Cylinder–cylinder
(Cyl–Cyl)

Radii
Height
Draught

[97–100]

Cylinder–plate
(Cyl–Plt)

Radii
Draught

[97,99,101]

Cylinder–sphere
(Cyl–Sph)

Radii
Height
Draught
Submergence

[99,100]

Sphere–sphere
(Sph–Sph)

Radii
Draught
Submergence

[102]

Hull-pendulum
(Hul-Pdl)

Profile
Draught

[96,103–106]

Cylinder–piston
(Cyl–Pst)

Radii
Height
Draught
Submergence

[107]

Two-body point absorbers exploit the relative motion between
two bodies. Since two-body PAs are not attached to a fixed ref-
erence, mooring systems are indispensable, and two-body PAs are
suitable for the offshore environment. In contrast to one-body PAs,
two-body PAs have band-pass characteristics, with flexibility to tune
the passband to certain wave spectra [34,35]. Table 2 details 6 typical
geometric shapes for two-body PAs, including: (i) cylinder–cylinder
(Cyl–Cyl), (ii) cylinder–plate (Cyl–Plt), (iii) cylinder–sphere (Cyl–Sph),
(iv) sphere–sphere (Sph–Sph), (v) hull-pendulum (Hul-Pdl), and (vi)
cylinder–piston (Cyl–Pst). In this study, the ‘plate’ shape consists of a
cylinder with a relatively small height with respect to its diameter. The
hull-pendulum structure is a self-contained pitching WEC, and only the
external structure interacts with waves, e.g. the SEAREV device [96].
The others mainly operate in heave with axisymmetric shapes.

Compared to one-body PAs, the geometric shapes of two-body PAs
are more complex, and more parameters are used to define their geome-
tries. While one-body PAs are characterised by low-pass characteristics,
two-body PAs perform as band-pass filters, with the respective band-
width depending significantly on the geometric shapes. Most PAs are
oscillatory and, hence, end-stop protection is required. Only a few two-
body PAs, e.g. the SEAREV [96,104], utilise rotational pitching motion
for energy harvesting, avoiding the need for end-stop protection. In
addition, comparison studies of the Cyl–Cyl and Cyl–Plt shapes are
discussed in [97,99].

2.2. Oscillating water columns

An oscillating water column device utilises a hollow structure with
an open inlet below the still water level to trap air in its chamber
above the inner free-surface; wave action alternately compresses and
4

Table 3
Typical geometric shapes for oscillating water columns.

Schematic Shape Parameters References

Universal fixed
(UnivFix)

Chamber size
Orifice size
Submergence

[108–111]

Bottom-shaped
(BtmShp)

Chamber size
Orifice size
Submergence
Bottom shape

[112–115]

Front-shaped
(FrntShp)

Chamber size
Orifice size
Submergence
Front wall

[116,117]

U-shape Chamber size
Orifice size
Submergence

[118,119]

Universal
floating
(UnivFlt)

Chamber size
Orifice size
Draught

[120–123]

Spar-buoy Chamber size
Orifice size
Draught

[124–126]

Backward bent
duct buoy
(BBDB)

Height
Length
Width

[127]

UGEN Radii
Height
Draught
Submergence

[128]

decompresses the trapped air, which forces air to flow through a turbine
coupled to a generator [18]. Since there is no oscillating linear motion
in OWCs, end-stop function is not required. In general, OWCs can
be either fixed or floating, with fixed OWCs attached to coasts or
breakwaters [108,109]. Table 3 summarises 8 typical geometric shapes
of OWCs, with the first four fixed, with the latter 4 floating, with the red
dashed lines giving alternative geometric shapes of fixed OWCs. One
great advantage of fixed OWCs is that the cost of infrastructure can be
shared by other functional requirements, e.g. breakwaters [109], and,
hence, it is possible to reduce the LCoE to a lower level. In addition,
open sea trials of fixed OWCs validate their reliability and survivability
in extreme sea states [20].

For fixed OWCs, four typical geometric shapes are illustrated in
Table 3, including universal fixed (UnivFix), bottom-shaped (BtmShp),
front-shaped (FrntShp) and U-shape OWCs. OWC geometric optimisa-
tion mainly focuses on the chamber shape, orifice size and structure
submergence. Properly designed shapes of front wall or/and bottom can
increase the hydrodynamic performance of fixed OWCs [112,113,116].
The geometric optimisation of U-shape OWCs mainly focuses on the
shapes and geometric parameters of the U-shape duct [118,119]. In
addition, four typical geometric structures of floating OWCs are shown
in Table 3, including universal floating (UnivFlt), spar-buoy, backward
bent duct buoy (BBDB), and UGEN (floating device with a U tank for
GENeration of electricity from waves) OWCs. The corresponding geo-
metric parameters for optimisation are chamber shape, orifice size and
device draught. Notably, the orifice is treated as an ideal and simple
PTO alternative. In addition, a variety of bottom shapes of an OWC de-
vice was compared in [113], concluding that a circular curved bottom
profile performs better than triangular or stepped bottom profiles.
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Table 4
Geometric shapes for attenuator-type wave energy converters.

Schematic Shape Parameters References

Barge Number
Length

[130,131]

M4 Radii
Distance
Submergence

[129]

Seaweed Length
Draught
Distance

[132]

2.3. Attenuators

Attenuators are floating WEC devices oriented parallel to the wave
direction, usually composed of multiple floating bodies connected by
hinged joints, with the relative motion between two connected bodies
used to generate electricity via PTO devices. The notable attenuator-
type WECs are the Pelamis [23], using multiple semi-submerged cylin-
drical sections, the M4 device [129], using multiple cylindrical buoys,
and the McCabe Wave Pump hinged barge device [130,131], using
floating cuboid rafts. Table 4 shows the geometric shapes of the barge-
like, M4-like, and Pelamis-like attenuators. For barge-like devices, the
number of barges and the length of each barge should be optimised
to improve hydrodynamic performance. For the other two subtypes of
attenuators, the length and draught of each segment, and the distance
between two connected segments should be optimised. These AWECs
mainly oscillate in pitch and, hence, end-stop function is required. In
addition, a comparison study is conducted experimentally in [129] to
investigate the influence of scale and bottom shape on the capture
width ratio (CWR) of the M4 device.

2.4. Terminators

Terminators are oriented perpendicular to the wave direction, typ-
ically including duck-like devices, oscillating wave surge converters
(OWSCs) and overtopping devices. Table 5 summarises 9 typical ge-
ometric shapes, one for duck-like devices, five for OWSCs and three
for overtopping devices. For duck-like devices, the parameters of sub-
mergence and beak angle are optimised [133]. OWSCs utilise various
geometric shapes for WSI, including cylinders, flaps, flaps with vanes,
C-cell shape and arbitrary-shape flaps. For these shapes, the flap size
and submergence are the most important design parameters. Notably,
cylinder-shaped devices (the second shape in Table 5) can be classified
as PAs, but treated as OWSCs here as their working principle and
optimisation method are closer to other OWSCs. The vane angle of
the flap-vane OWSCs can be controlled in real time to achieve a
constant power output [28], which shows great potential in large-scale
commercial applications. Overtopping devices are exemplified by the
wave dragon (WD) device [134–137], the WaveCat device [138–140]
and the sea slot-cone generator (SSG) device [141–144], for which the
angle, freeboard and draught, and ramp shape, are the main geometric
parameters for optimisation. For SSG devices, experimental studies also
show that optimised wave-focusing walls also contribute to improving
SSG performance, in terms of overtopping flow rate [141].

2.5. Influence of wave energy converter concept on optimal geometry

The operational modes of wave energy converters have a significant
influence on geometric optimisation, since they determine WSI directly.
Under a variety of performance metrics, the optimised hull for surge
motion will differ dramatically from its counterpart for the modes
of surge, heave and pitch [93,95]. In addition, the optimised WEC
5

geometry in surge mode [152] is totally different from its counterpart in
Table 5
Typical geometric shapes for terminator-type wave energy converters.

Schematic Shape Parameters References

Duck Submergence
Beak angle

[133]

Cylinder Radius
Height
Submergence

[145,146]

Flap Length
Width
Height
Submergence

[147–149]

Flap-vane Flap size
Vane size
Vane number
Submergence

[28–30]

C-cell C-cell profile
Height
Submergence

[147,150]

Arbitrary shape
(ArbShp)

Control points [151,152]

Wave dragon
(WD)

Ramp angle
Freeboard
Submergence

[134–137]

Catamaran-like
WaveCat

Wedge angle
Freeboard
Draught

[138–140]

Sea slot-cone
generator
(SSG)

Crest level
Ramp angle
Ramp draught

[141–144]

surge and pitch modes [92,94,153]. To maximise the power absorption
of a box-hull WEC concept, the box-hull tends to have a large width
but a small draught to operate in heave, but tends to have a small
width but a large draught in pitch mode [154]. In addition, better
performing devices have relatively exaggerated geometry: either a long
attenuator-type device or a wide terminator-type device, with dominant
contribution from pitch or heave modes, respectively [154].

Even for the same operational mode, WEC performance varies as the
hull shape changes. Taking a heaving point absorber as an example, a
cylinder with conic bottom outperforms a truncated cylinder in terms of
RAO, power absorption and CWR [67,76]. Five hull shapes of heaving
PAs are compared in [73], which concludes that the optimised buoy
radius depends heavily on the specific shape. In addition, a comparison
study of 10 PA shapes in [87] addresses the importance of increasing
hydrodynamic efficiency by modifying the bottom shape.

WEC hull shape can be defined by common geometric shapes,
e.g. sphere, cylinder, cone etc, or by flexible control points to form arbi-
trary shape, e.g. Bezier curves [60], the bicubic B-spline surfaces [151,
152], etc. The former method only has a few parameters to be op-
timised and results in simple structures to ease their manufacturing
procedure, while the latter method can lead to streamlined shapes but
may increase computational cost due to a large number of control
points and manufacturing cost due to a more complex geometry. Addi-
tionally, the optimised geometry may also be sensitive to the definition
of control points and curves [151].

Tables 1–5 illustrate a wide range of WEC shapes for geometric op-
timisation. However, as wave energy conversion concepts diverge [2],
there are still some WEC geometries, especially some novel concepts,
which are hard to fit into the aforementioned classes and tables, e.g. ge-
ometric optimisation of the CECO device [155]. In summary, WEC
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operation modes and shape definitions, representing the ‘S (structure)’
of WSI, have a significant influence on the optimised geometry, but
there is no current concept or shape which outperforms all other
concepts or shapes in all cases, which explains the current lack of
convergence to a archtypical shape.

3. Wave conditions

As shown in Fig. 2, wave conditions, representing the ‘W (wave)’
of WSI, are input data for WEC hydrodynamic optimisation and can
significantly affect the optimised WEC dynamics and performance.
Therefore, it is very important to define the appropriate design wave
conditions before the optimisation procedure. Design wave conditions
can be represented by (i) regular waves, (ii) irregular waves described
by wave spectra, or (iii) wave climates described by statistical scatter
tables or diagrams. This section gives an overview of wave conditions
and their influence on WEC geometric optimisation.

3.1. Regular waves

At the initial stage of a WEC concept, simple wave conditions,
typically regular waves or harmonic waves, are preferred to obtain
some initial impression of WEC dynamics, also giving information
about the device dynamics at specific frequencies. Based on linear wave
theory, where the wave height 𝐻 is much smaller than the wavelength
𝜆, a harmonic wave, at a position (𝑥, 𝑦) and a time instant 𝑡, can be
written by

𝜂(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) = 𝐻
2

cos(𝜔𝑡 − 𝑘𝑥 cos 𝛽 − 𝑘𝑦 sin 𝛽 + 𝜑), (1)

where 𝜂, 𝜔 = 2𝜋∕𝑇 , 𝑇 , 𝑘 = 2𝜋∕𝜆, 𝛽 and 𝜑 are wave elevation,
angular frequency, period, wave number, incident angle and initial
phase, respectively. For deep water, the wave power per unit width
of the wave front, 𝐽r , also called wave-energy flux, can be defined as

𝐽r =
𝜌𝑔2

32𝜋
𝑇𝐻2, (2)

where 𝑔 is the gravity constant.
Regular waves are simple and computationally efficient for WEC

geometric optimisation. However, only simple performance criteria,
e.g. average power and RAO, can be evaluated, and the resulting in
‘‘optimal’’ geometry may be suboptimal for real ocean waves. Irregular
waves should be used for more realistic evaluation of WEC perfor-
mance. When the wave steepness 𝐻∕𝜆 is relatively large, linear wave
theory may become invalid and the wave elevation can be represented
by high-order Stokes wave [2]. For instance, second order Stokes waves
are used to optimise the geometry of OWCs in [114,116].

3.2. Irregular waves

Irregular waves can be approximated by a summation of sinusoidal
waves. The frequency and amplitude of each component can be de-
termined from wave spectra with its initial phase evenly distributed in
[0, 2𝜋]. Among a variety of wave spectra [156], the notable ones are the
Pierson–Moskowitz (PM) [157] and the JOint North Sea WAve Project
(JONSWAP) spectra [158]. The PM spectrum, 𝑆(𝜔), is generally used
to describe fully developed wind waves, given as

𝑆(𝜔) =
5𝐻2

s
16

𝜔4
p

𝜔5
exp

(

−
5𝜔4

p

4𝜔4

)

, (3)

where 𝐻s, 𝜔p =
2𝜋
𝑇p

and 𝑇p are the significant wave height, peak angular
frequency and peak period, respectively.

In practice, wave spectra can be estimated statistically from wave
observation. Hence, the significant wave height and energy period, 𝑇e,
of a given spectrum can be written as

𝐻 = 4
√

𝑚 , (4)
6

s 0
Fig. 3. Wave climate at the Atlantic Marine Energy Test Site.

𝑇e =
𝑚−1
𝑚0

, (5)

where 𝑚𝑖 is the 𝑖th moment of the spectrum, given as

𝑚𝑖 = ∫

∞

0
𝜔𝑖𝑆(𝜔)d𝜔. (6)

Therefore, the wave-energy flux for irregular waves, 𝐽ir , can be rewrit-
ten as

𝐽ir =
𝜌𝑔2

64𝜋
𝑇e𝐻

2
s . (7)

To make the wave-energy flux of irregular waves identical to regular
waves, the equivalences 𝐻 = 𝐻s∕

√

2 and 𝑇 = 𝑇e are used.
For a given wave spectrum, wave elevation in the time domain

can be realised by randomising wave amplitudes or phases [159]. The
pros and cons of these two methods are compared in [159], and their
validity depends on the modelling objectives. Compared to regular
waves, the use of irregular waves results in more realistic optimised
WEC geometry. However, the full variation in sea state (corresponding
to the wave climate) at an installation site should be used for WEC
hydrodynamic optimisation.

3.3. Wave climate

To evaluate the power performance of WEC systems for a given
installation site, annual wave observation statistical data are required,
specifying the wave climate, which is generally illustrated by a scatter
table or diagram. An example is given in Fig. 3, of which the data
are collected at the Atlantic Marine Energy Test Site (AMETS) by the
Belmullet Inner (Berth B) wave buoy in 2017 [160]. In this figure, the
total occurrence, in hours, of each sea state is presented, and the data
availability is as high as 8723 h out of 8760 h, also indicating that the
availability of wave power is 99.58%.

In general, geometry optimisation of WEC systems, based on wave
climate, can give an overall evaluation of system performance [73,118,
125,127,150]. Some performance criteria, e.g. annual energy produc-
tion, mean annual power and capacity factor, can only be evaluated
based on the wave climate for a given site. As expected, it is time
consuming and computation-costly to conduct geometric optimisation
based on wave climate. One simplification is to use the most frequent
sea state as the design wave condition for evaluating power perfor-
mance. In order to consider extreme wave loading, system reliability,
and survivability, the extreme sea states at the top-right corner of Fig. 3
should be used.
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3.4. Influence of wave condition on optimal geometry

As wave conditions represent the specific operational environment
for WEC devices, their selection has a significant influence on the op-
timised geometries. For instance, the optimised shape of a hinge-barge
AWEC varies significantly for various regular and irregular waves, and
wave climates [131]. The optimised shape of a U-shaped OWC based
on a wave climate shows significant variation from its counterpart
based on a single sea state, and the annual energy production was
improved by 4.36% [118] for the more realistic climate case. The
selection of design wave conditions should consider both the accuracy
and computational cost in evaluating performance criteria. Though
harmonic waves are computationally efficient, they can only give an
initial approximation of optimal geometry. Irregular waves, based on
a specific sea state or wave spectrum (typically the most frequent
sea state), is useful to optimise WEC geometry for power absorption.
However, the usage of wave climates, based on annual observations,
can provide the most representative wave conditions for evaluating
mean annual energy production, annual capacity factor, reliability and
survivability, of WEC systems. However, the cost in computation is
relatively high.

Regardless of specific wave models used, WEC devices are normally
optimised for relatively energetic sea states. For some sites of less en-
ergetic wave climates, e.g. Mediterranean Sea, some well-known WEC
prototypes, e.g. the AquabuOY, Pelamis and Wave Dragon devices, may
be somewhat oversized, and more efficient energy conversion can be
obtained by optimising the scale factor, which can be achieved through
optimisation. A case study is presented in [161], concluding that if the
AquabuOY, Pelamis and Wave Dragon devices are scaled down by a
factor of 1/2.5, according to the typical wave height and period at
Alghero, their capacity factors can be improved from 9% to 20%. In this
case study, WEC geometric optimisation by scaling can lead to a smaller
hull and a larger capacity factor, indicating a significant reduction in
the LCoE.

In addition, long-term trend on wave climate, for example consid-
ering a 40 year interval, also has some influence on optimal width
and energy absorption of an OWC devices [111], which may assist
in cost optimisation. When wave direction is taken into account, the
optimal geometry of a submerged planar pressure differential WEC
differs from a circular shape [62]. When the performance objectives are
related to reliability or survivability [39], extreme sea states should be
considered as the design wave condition for geometric optimisation to
study extreme wave loads on WEC structure. All in all, the selection
of wave conditions has a significant influence on the optimised WEC
geometry, but must be carefully chosen, mindful of the performance
criteria and computational resources available for optimisation.

4. Hydrodynamic modelling approaches

Of the many factors that influence the optimal WEC geometry, the
hydrodynamic model plays one of the most crucial roles, and is a major
component of any WEC geometry optimisation procedure. Though an
accurate PTO model is also required, the level of uncertainty, and vari-
ety of possible models, is significantly less than that associated with the
hydrodynamic model. PTO modelling issues are discussed in Section 5.
In contrast, regarding the hydrodynamic model employed for WEC
optimisation, the uncomfortable choice lies between the competing
objectives of computational feasibility and modelling accuracy.

A semi-submerged cylinder is taken as an example to illustrate the
dynamics of a PA device. As shown in Fig. 4, the motion of the body is
governed by Newton’s 2nd Law, given as

𝑴�̈�(𝑡) = 𝒇 h(𝑡) + 𝒇 g(𝑡) + 𝒇 pto(𝑡) + 𝒇m(𝑡) + 𝒇 add(𝑡), (8)

where 𝑴 is the inertial matrix and 𝝃 is the displacement of the WEC.
𝒇 h, 𝒇 g, 𝒇 pto and 𝒇m are the hydrodynamic, gravity, PTO (or con-
7

trol) and mooring forces, respectively. 𝒇 add represents other additional m
Fig. 4. Hydrodynamics of a semi-submerged cylindrical PA.

forces, e.g. the force induced by end-stop mechanisms. The dimension
of these parameters or variables depends on the number of WEC bodies
and the number of DoFs considered. As shown in Fig. 4, a WEC body
can potentially move in 6 DoFs, including surge, sway, heave, roll,
pitch and yaw. For the modes in pitch, roll, and yaw, corresponding
components in these force vectors are replaced by torque terms.

For a given wetted surface, the hydrodynamic force or torque can
be computed as the integral of the pressure 𝑝 on the wetted surface 𝑆,
iven as

h,𝑖 =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

−∬𝑆
𝑝 𝒏 d𝑆, 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3,

− ∬𝑆
𝑝 (𝒓 × 𝒏) d𝑆, 𝑖 = 4, 5, 6,

(9)

here 𝒏 and 𝒓 are the normal vector on the wetted surface and the
ector of the wetted surface with respect to the reference point, re-
pectively. 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3…6 indicates the operation modes in surge, sway,
eave, roll, pitch, and yaw, respectively. Here we define 𝒏h = [𝒏, 𝒓×𝒏]′.

This section addresses hydrodynamic modelling methods to depict
he ‘I (interaction)’ of WSI, mainly modelling the hydrodynamic force
h, which is one of the critical quantities for wave energy conversion.
ydrodynamic modelling methods, both numerical and experimen-

al, are summarised in Fig. 5. Numerical methods are generally used
o solve the Navier–Stokes equations (NSEs) or the Laplace and the
ernoulli equations, as shown in Fig. 5(a), to obtain the pressure 𝑝
istribution in the fluid. Hence, the hydrodynamic force or torque can
e computed according to Eq. (9). Classification of these hydrodynamic
odelling methods are given in Fig. 5(b), where computational fluid
ynamics (CFD) is applied to solve the NESs, with potential flow theory
PFT) used to solve the Laplace and Bernoulli equations. Experimental
ethods are commonly used to derive empirical models, collect data

or system identification, and validate and verify numerical models.
ompared to experimental methods, numerical methods are much more
ost-effective and amendable for a broad range of WEC applications,
ncluding optimisation.

In the literature, there exist several high-quality review papers
pecifically on WEC modelling only, for example [5–8,162–164]. De-
ailed modelling methods with case studies are discussed in the book
dited by Folley [165]. This section only gives an overview of the
forementioned hydrodynamic modelling approaches for WEC systems,
nd discusses the pros and cons of each method as they relate to WEC
eometry optimisation.

Crucially, while geometric optimisation is only practical for WEC
athematical/computational models (it is clearly impractical to build
large sequence of experimental prototypes), assuring the fidelity of

he models employed is important in ensuring that any model-based
ptimisation is meaningful. To this end, a variety of community-based
nitiatives have been undertaken, including OES Task 10 [163,166]
nd CSSP-WSI [167], to address this issue, along with other individual

odel validation exercises, such as [168,169].
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Fig. 5. (a) Governing equations for WEC hydrodynamic modelling and (b) classification of hydrodynamic modelling methods.
4.1. Computational fluid dynamics

CFD packages have been widely applied in WEC applications to
provide high-fidelity numerical solutions to WSI by solving the NESs
numerically [7]. In Fig. 5(a), the WSI of WEC hydrodynamics is, most
generally, governed by the compressible NSEs, given as
𝜕𝜌
𝜕𝑡

+ ∇ ⋅ (𝜌𝒗) = 0, (10)
𝜕𝜌𝒗
𝜕𝑡

+ ∇ ⋅ (𝜌𝒗⊗ 𝒗) = −∇𝑝 + 𝜇∇2𝒗 + 𝜌𝒈, (11)

where 𝜌, 𝒗, 𝑝, 𝜇 and 𝒈 are the water density, particle velocity, pressure,
dynamic viscosity, and gravity acceleration, respectively.

The water is generally treated as an incompressible fluid for WEC
applications; that is, 𝜌 = 𝐶, where 𝐶 denotes a constant. The incom-
pressible NSEs can be rewritten as

∇ ⋅ 𝒗 = 0, (12)
𝜕𝒗
𝜕𝑡

+ ∇ ⋅ (𝒗⊗ 𝒗) = −1
𝜌
∇𝑝 + 𝜈∇2𝒗 + 𝒈, (13)

where 𝜈 = 𝜇∕𝜌 is kinematic viscosity.
Since there are no analytical solutions for the compressible or

ncompressible NSEs, numerical approaches, comprising the class of
FD methods, are generally applied to obtain numerical solutions or
pproximations. As computers have become more powerful over the
ast two decades, CFD methods have been applied more often to
olve the NSEs, mainly to compute the pressure and velocity, with
he hydrodynamic force or torque then computed according to Eq. (9).
herefore, WEC motion can be determined according to Eq. (8).

CFD methods can be classified into two categories, Eulerian and
agrangian methods. Eulerian methods, including the finite difference
ethod, the finite element method and the finite volume method, dis-

retise the space and time domains to form a system of linear algebraic
quations. On the other hand, the Lagrangian approach discretises the
luid as a set of particles. Both approaches aim to provide numerical
pproximations of the flow velocity and pressure at the position of
ach mesh-cell or particle, at each discrete time step. The majority of
FD software packages are based on Eulerian methods, notably ANSYS
luent, CFX, FLOW-3D, Star-CD/CCM+, and OpenFOAM. In recent
ears, OpenFOAM has become a widespread tool for WEC applications,
ainly due to its flexible and open-source nature. In addition, there

xists a large group of researchers and engineers further develop-
ng and verifying the OpenFOAM package. Among several Lagrangian
8

methods, a notable one is the smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH)
method, with the open-source SPH package, DualSPHysics, available
online [170]. However, further experimental verification and vali-
dation of DualSPHysics is required. Both categories can deal with
compressible or incompressible fluids, depending on the selection of
solvers. Note that SPH methods can handle weakly compressible flows
accurately, e.g. weakly compressible SPH for OWC modelling [171].

Eulerian-based CFD packages are generally used for modelling WEC
dynamics, since they can handle all kinds of nonlinear WEC hydrody-
namics, e.g. nonlinear waves, turbulence, overtopping and slamming.
A good survey of various CFD methods is given in [7]. Even though
the computational cost is high, some examples of CFD methods for
hydrodynamic modelling in WEC geometric optimisation exist: CFX
was used to optimise the front wall of an OWC [116]; FLUENT was
used to optimise the bottom shape of a fix OWC [114] and the ramp
shape of a WD device [137]; FLOW-3D was used to optimise the
chamber shape of an OWC [117]; OpenFOAM was used to optimise
the universal geometry of an OWC device [172] and the profile of the
C-cell pitching attenuator [150]; and STAR-CCM+ was used to optimise
the underwater shape of an OWC [122].

Lagrangian-based SPH models essentially represent the fluid as
a mass of interacting particles, where the interaction between the
particles and boundaries is dictated by the governing hydrodynam-
ics. Compared to Eulerian-based CFD methods, SPH methods show
advantages in automatic conversation of mass, and simplification of
surface tracking. This makes SPH methods particularly suitable for
extreme wave events, such as wave breaking. To the best of the authors’
knowledge, SPH methods have not, to date, been applied for WEC
geometric optimisation, possibly due to computation concerns, though
the use of graphical processing units (GPUs) for SPH computation [173]
shows promise.

Until now, the only assumption is that water is incompressible,
which is generally acceptable for WEC applications. For OWCs, air is in-
cluded in the power train, which cannot be assumed incompressible. Air
compressibility significantly influences OWC performance, e.g. capture
width ratio and power output, especially when sea states are energetic
and chamber size is large [174–176]. Neglecting air compressibility
may under- or over-estimate the power output of OWCs up to ±30%,
depending on wave conditions and PTO damping coefficient [176]. In
short, air compressibility should be considered for the hydrodynamic
modelling of OWCs of large chamber size (large-scale prototypes) in

energetic seas.
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CFD software packages have shown good utility for hydrodynamic
modelling of WEC systems, with advantages:

• Compared to experimental modelling methods, CFD models are
cost-effective to conduct.

• Compared to the potential flow theory, CFD methods consider
the fluid viscosity implicitly and intrinsically, and can give high-
fidelity modelling results, especially when nonlinear factors dom-
inate WECs’ dynamics.

• It is convenient and easy to model various WEC geometries and
wave conditions in CFD software packages.

n the other hand, CFD methods are unsuitable for some application
cenarios. Some disadvantages are:

• For a learner, CFD software packages are not as direct and
friendly as PFT tools, with a steep learning curve.

• The configuration is complex, requiring significant personal ex-
perience, with an improper setup potentially leading to large
hydrodynamic modelling errors.

• CFD modelling is generally expensive in terms of computational
cost, requiring typically 1000 s of computation time for 1 s of
simulation time. It may be expected that CFD computational cost
will reduce due to the rapid improvement in computing power.

.2. Potential flow theory

With the assumption of an ideal fluid, i.e. the flow is incompressible,
nviscid and irrotational, the NSEs can be simplified to the Laplace
nd nonlinear Bernoulli equations, as shown in Fig. 5(a). Here, a
trong ‘simplification’ is made, as the NSEs are partial differential
quations (PDEs) of the vector 𝒗, while the Laplace and nonlinear
ernoulli equations are PDEs of the scalar 𝜙. A further assumption

of small wave steepness 𝐻
𝜆 ≪ 1 is also made. Hence, the quadratic

erm can be neglected, resulting in the Laplace and linear Bernoulli
quations, as shown in Fig. 5(a). Fully nonlinear potential flow (FNPF)
heory is associated with the Laplace and nonlinear Bernoulli equations,
hile linear potential flow (LPF) theory solves the Laplace and linear
ernoulli equations. Both the FNFP and LPF theories are subclasses of
otential flow theory (PFT), so named due to the use of the potential
unction 𝜙 to obtain the pressure 𝑝 in the fluid.

The FNPF theory only assumes the fluid is ideal (incompressible,
nviscid and irrotational). Hence, it can handle nonlinear and steep
aves, and large body oscillation, but ignores viscosity. Therefore, it

s not accurate to say the model derived from the FNPF theory is fully
onlinear. The LPF theory also assumes that the wave height is small
ith respect to the wavelength, in order to derive the Laplace and

inear Bernoulli equations. In addition, it is difficult to solve the Laplace
nd linear Bernoulli equations if the boundary condition on the wetted
urface of the body is nonlinear. Hence, a final assumption is made that
he body motion is small, so the normal vectors on the wetted surface
f the body can be computed at its equilibrium point, and the WSI is
herefore linearised around this equilibrium point.

.2.1. Fully nonlinear potential flow theory
As shown in Fig. 5(a), the NSEs can be simplified further if 𝜈 = 0 and

× 𝒗 = 0 hold, representing inviscid and irrotational flow conditions,
roducing the Laplace and nonlinear Bernoulli equations, written as
2𝜙 = 0, (14)

𝜕𝜙
𝜕𝑡

+
(∇𝜙)2

2
+

𝑝
𝜌
+ 𝑔𝑧 = 𝐶, (15)

here ∇𝜙 = 𝒗 is the velocity.
The free surface boundary conditions are given as

𝜕𝜙
+

(∇𝜙)2
+

𝑝
+ 𝑔𝜂 = 0, (16)
9

𝜕𝑡 2 𝜌 i
𝜕𝜙
𝜕𝑧

=
𝜕𝜂
𝜕𝑡

+
𝜕𝜙
𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝜂
𝜕𝑥

+
𝜕𝜙
𝜕𝑦

𝜕𝜂
𝜕𝑦

, (17)

articulating the dynamic and kinematic free-surface boundary condi-
tions, respectively.

The boundary conditions on the wetted surface of the body and the
seabed are given, respectively, as
𝜕𝜙
𝜕𝒏

= 𝒖𝑛, (18)
𝜕𝜙
𝜕𝑧

= 0 at 𝑧 = −ℎ, (19)

here 𝒏, 𝒖𝑛 and ℎ are normal vector on the wetted surface of the
tructure, normal velocity on the wetted surface, and the depth of the
eabed, respectively. Here, the assumption of inviscid flow is applied
o neglect tangential terms in normal vectors.

The total velocity potential function contains the incident and per-
urbed parts, that is 𝜙 = 𝜙i + 𝜙p. The perturbed part should decay to
ero at infinite distance, and, hence, the infinity boundary condition is
iven as

𝜙p → 0, as
√

𝑥2 + 𝑦2 → ∞. (20)

Due to the presence of quadratic terms in Eqs. (15)–(17), it is
difficult to get an analytical solution for the PDEs in Eqs. (14)–(15),
subjected to the boundary conditions in Eqs. (16)–(20). In general,
numerical solutions or approximations can be obtained via the mixed
Eulerian–Lagrangian (MEL) method. The two-stage MEL scheme pro-
ceeds at each time step. At the current time step, the potential function
and boundary conditions are known, and the first stage is to update
the potential function 𝜙 in the Eulerian frame by solving the Laplace
equation through a boundary element method (BEM) or a finite element
method (FEM). Thus, the pressure 𝑝 can be updated according to the
nonlinear Bernoulli equation in Eq. (15). Since 𝜙 and 𝑝 have been
updated at the first stage, the secondary stage advances the fluid
boundary conditions in the Lagrangian frame according to Eqs. (16)–
(17), and (19)–(20). At the same time, the hydrodynamic force or
torque can be computed according to Eq. (9), updating the body motion
according to Eq. (8) and the wetted surface condition in Eq. (18). That
is, the instantaneous wave elevation and wetted surface is used at each
time step, requiring re-meshing of the fluid domain at each time step.
A relatively fine mesh should be used to reduce modelling error.

Currently, no universal software package is available to solve the
Laplace and nonlinear Bernoulli equations, but there are trials for some
specific WEC devices. For instance, the HOBEM (high-order boundary
element method) package was developed in [115,119], to model OWCs’
hydrodynamics using the FNPF theory.

4.2.2. Linear potential flow theory
Assuming the wave steepness is small, i.e. 𝐻∕𝜆 ≪ 1, the nonlinear

Bernoulli equation in Eq. (15) can be simplified by neglecting the
quadratic term of the potential function. Hence, Eqs. (14) and (15) can
be rewritten as

∇2𝜙 = 0, (21)
𝜕𝜙
𝜕𝑡

+
𝑝
𝜌
+ 𝑔𝑧 = 𝐶. (22)

Meanwhile, the free surface boundary conditions in Eqs. (16) and (17)
can be further linearised by neglecting second-order terms, given as

𝜕2𝜙
𝜕𝑡2

+ 𝑔
𝜕𝜙
𝜕𝑧

= 0, at 𝑧 = 0. (23)

or the LPF theory, the wetted surface conditions and the infinite
oundary condition are the same as Eqs. (18)–(20). However, small
ody oscillations are assumed and, hence, the normal vectors in Eq. (18)
re computed according to the mean wetted surface, rather than the

nstantaneous wetted surface used in the FNPF theory.
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To solve Eqs. (21)–(22), subject to the boundary conditions of
Eqs. (18)–(20) and (23), the total potential function can be divided into
incident, diffracted and radiated components, as

𝜙 = 𝜙i + 𝜙d + 𝜙r , (24)

where 𝜙d and 𝜙r are the potential functions associated with the diffrac-
tion potential assuming the body is fixed at its equilibrium point, and
the radiation potential assuming the body is oscillating in still water,
respectively. That is, linear superposition is assumed. The pressure can
be computed by

𝑝 = −𝜌𝑔𝑧 − 𝜌
𝜕𝜙
𝜕𝑡

, (25)

here 𝑝s = −𝜌𝑔𝑧 and 𝑝d = −𝜌 𝜕𝜙
𝜕𝑡 are the static and dynamic pressure,

respectively. Hence, the hydrodynamic force 𝒇 h can be divided into the
Froude–Krylov (FK) force 𝒇FK , diffraction force 𝒇 d, radiation force 𝒇 r
and hydrostatic force 𝒇 hs, given as

𝒇 h = 𝒇FK + 𝒇 d + 𝒇 r + 𝒇 hs, (26)

𝒇FK = 𝜌∬𝑆

𝜕𝜙i
𝜕𝑡

𝒏hd𝑆, (27)

𝒇 d = 𝜌∬𝑆

𝜕𝜙d
𝜕𝑡

𝒏hd𝑆, (28)

𝒇 r = 𝜌∬𝑆

𝜕𝜙r
𝜕𝑡

𝒏hd𝑆, (29)

𝒇 hs = 𝜌∬𝑆
𝑔𝑧𝒏hd𝑆. (30)

It is worth noting that (i) the excitation force is defined as 𝒇 e =
𝒇FK+𝒇 d, and (ii) 𝒇 hs+𝒇 g = 0 when a floating WEC body is at rest in still
water. When the body deviates from its equilibrium, the hydrostatic
pressure provides a restoring force in the modes of heave, roll and pitch,
depending on the mismatch between buoyancy and gravity.

For incident linear waves, an analytical solution generally exists.
However, analytical solutions for 𝜙d and 𝜙r only exist for some simple
WEC shapes, e.g. sphere, cylinder [177,178], etc. For example, a two-
dimensional analytical solution is derived and verified in [148], based
on a bottom-hinged OWSC device.

For arbitrary WEC geometries, it is difficult to find analytical solu-
tions for 𝜙d and 𝜙r , and BEMs are generally used to obtain numerical
approximations of 𝜙d and 𝜙r . The notable BEM solvers are WAMIT,
NEMOH, AQWA, AQUA+ and WADAM in the frequency domain, and
ACHIL3D in the time domain, with WAMIT, for example, used to
compute the frequency-domain response of a spar-buoy type OWC for
geometric optimisation [124,125,128]. A comparison study between
WAMIT and NEMOH was conducted in [179] by evaluating excitation
force, added mass, radiation damping and impulse response function
for various WEC concepts. In addition, a good summary of BEMs for
wave energy applications is given in [164].

4.3. Hybrid modelling methods

The LPF theory assumes ideal fluid (incompressible, inviscid and
irrotational), small wave height and small body motion. These as-
sumptions are acceptable and valid for some offshore structures whose
motion is stabilised by design or control. However, it is not the case
for wave energy conversion systems as their purpose is to maximise
the motion for energy harvesting. Therefore, it is important to consider
some key nonlinear factors, depending on WEC concepts, geometric
shapes, wave conditions and control strategies. On the other hand, the
FNPF theory assumes ideal fluid and, hence, it can handle large (even
nonlinear) waves and large body oscillation. However, as the fluid is
assumed inviscid, the viscosity effect is excluded. For instance, a trun-
cated cylinder exhibits significant viscous effects both in numerical and
experimental testing [180]. In addition, the FNPF theory fails to handle
some strong nonlinear phenomena, e.g. viscosity, slamming, overtop-
10

ping and wave breaking. Ultimately, while CFD methods simulate all t
kinds of nonlinear WSI for WEC devices, the computational cost may
be too high for some modelling objectives, e.g. annual performance
evaluation, typically associated with optimisation activities.

Hybrid modelling methods, in this study, refer to methods that
augment the LPF-based Cummins’ equation with some nonlinear terms
to derive parametrised mathematical models of WEC systems. With the
LPF theory, the concepts of excitation, radiation and hydrostatic forces
still hold. By superimposing nonlinear terms, better approximation is
expected. However, the dominant nonlinear factors depend signifi-
cantly on WEC geometry and control strategy, and should be carefully
considered from case to case. Thus, Cummings’ equation [181] can be
modified as

(𝑴 +𝑴∞)�̈�(𝑡) =𝒇 e(𝑡) −𝑲𝝃(𝑡) − 𝒌r (𝜏) ∗ �̇�(𝑡)

+ 𝒇 pto(𝑡) + 𝒇m(𝑡) + 𝒇 nl(𝑡), (31)

here 𝒇 nl(𝑡) represents nonlinear hydrodynamic forces. Nonlinear treat-
ents can be classified as the following 4 methods:

• Body-exact treatment: Instantaneous body motion is considered
when computing the FK, diffraction, radiation and restoring forces
in Eqs. (27)–(30), while the free surface is linearised at 𝑧 = 0,
resulting in nonlinear terms in the aforementioned forces. Thus,
large body motion is allowed in model modelling.

• Weak-scatterer treatment: Instantaneous free surface of incident
wave is taken into account while the wetted surface boundary
condition is linearised at its mean value, allowing high-order
potential functions for computing the forces in Eqs. (27)–(30).
Thus, large wave height is allowed for simulation.

• Viscosity treatment: The fluid viscous effect is treated by adding
a quadratic (Morison [182]) drag term to Cummins’ equation.
This can significantly improve the modelling accuracy when the
relative velocity between the body and fluid is large.

• Mixed treatment: This refers to either the body-exact-viscosity
treatment, considering both large body motion and fluid vis-
cosity, or the weak-scatter-viscosity treatment, considering both
large wave height and fluid viscosity. For the body-exact-viscosity
treatment, there is no universal software package. However, for
the weak-scatter-viscosity treatment, the AQWA package provides
an integrated development environment to compute the nonlin-
ear FK and restoring forces according to instantaneous incident
wave free surface, together with the drag force according to the
Morrison equation [183,184]. The body-exact-viscosity treatment
is more generally used for modelling WEC hydrodynamics, as
controlled WECs are expected to oscillate in a large stroke range
in moderate sea states [51]. Thus, non-linearities induced by
large body motion and fluid viscosity are more critical than those
induced by large wave height.

Considering both instantaneous wetted surface and free-surface
oundary conditions leads to the FNPF theory, and a FNPF model with
he viscosity treatment is investigated in [185]. However, the selection
f nonlinear treatments is not universal and significantly depends on
pplication scenarios, which will influence their usage for optimisation.
number of nonlinear factors is summarised in [6,186].
Body-exact methods are capable of computing nonlinear FK, diffrac-

ion, radiation and hydrostatic forces, and a refined mesh is generally
sed to avoid re-meshing. However, it may not be necessary to include
ll nonlinear terms, mainly depending on the geometry of the WEC.
or example, when the body size is small, the diffraction and radiation
roblems can still be solved by the LPF theory, while a body with
onstant horizontal cross-sectional area will exhibit a largely linear
ydrostatic force. A critical aspect is the nonlinear FK force, which has
arge influence on WEC hydrodynamics [187,188,188,189].

Weak-scatterer methods linearise the free-surface boundary condi-
ion at the instantaneous free surface, that is 𝑧 = 𝜂(𝑡). Therefore,

he second-order terms of 𝜙d and 𝜙r (see the nonlinear Bernoulli
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equation in Eq. (15)) can be added to the diffraction and radiation
forces in Eqs. (28) and (29). However, the importance of nonlinear
diffraction and radiation terms mainly depends on the body size. For
a small body, e.g. a heaving semi-submerged sphere with a radius of
1 m [190], considering nonlinear diffraction and radiation forces shows
little improvement in modelling accuracy, but requires significantly
more computational resource, which may be prohibitive in iterative
optimisation calculations.

The viscosity effect on WEC dynamics is normally included using
an empirical term, which is the quadratic drag force in the Morrison
equation [182], given as

𝒇 v =
1
2
𝜌𝐶d𝐴(𝒖 − 𝒗)|𝒖 − 𝒗|, (32)

where 𝐴 is the area normal to the relative flow direction and 𝒗 = �̇�
represents the velocity vector of the WEC body. 𝐶d is the viscous
coefficient. The empirical choice of 𝐶d is summarised in [191], ac-
cording to the Keulegan–Carpenter number, the Reynolds number and
the roughness number. In addition, 𝐶d can be determined analyti-
cally, numerically or experimentally. However, a wide range of wave
conditions should be tested to obtain a consistent value [192]. WEC
structures with sharp edges suffer significantly from viscous effects.
For instance, both numerical and experimental studies demonstrate
that neglecting the viscosity effect significantly exaggerates the RAO of
a truncated cylinder [180,193], while undesirable viscous effects can
be ameliorated by smoothing the bottom shape [76]. For geometric
optimisation, the quadratic drag term is sometimes linearised to an
equivalent damping term [29,30,100,194].

Mixed treatment methods can consider fluid viscosity when the
body motion or the wave height is large. WEC systems are expected
to maximise power output by control in moderate sea, where the body
motion is large and the wave height is small to moderate. So, the
body-exact-viscosity treatments are useful and handy for modelling
WEC dynamics in normal operation mode. For instance, the modelling
fidelity of a heaving PA considering nonlinear FK and viscous forces
can approach CFD results in OpenFOAM, but the computational cost
is significantly lower [195]. Under extreme sea states, WECs are likely
to enter a survival mode, e.g. by locking the body. Hence, the weak-
scatter-viscosity treatments are seldom used for WEC modelling, and
are likely to be relatively inappropriate for geometry optimisation
studies.

4.4. Experimental modelling methods

Although numerical methods have many advantages in modelling
the WSI of WEC systems, experimental testing is still required and
useful for verifying and validating numerical models. In general, small-
scale prototypes are preferred at the design stage, as they are cost-
effective to manufacture, and easy to test in wave tanks. However,
attention should be paid to scaling effects, ensuring the experimental
data are capable of reflecting WEC hydrodynamics in real seas. For
WEC applications, the Froude number is generally applied which can
ensure both the kinematic and dynamic similarities when the Reynolds
number is large [196].

For scaled-down prototypes, hydrodynamic forces, body motion,
and captured power can be easily scaled up, based on the Froude
number. However, mechanical friction is not straightforward to scale
up. When a small-scale prototype is used, mechanical friction cannot
be scaled down accordingly, and may disproportionately affect experi-
mental results [193]. Hence, a very small scale ratio is not ideal. On
the other hand, the scale ratio is also limited by the dimension of
wave tanks and cost considerations. If the width, or draught, of a WEC
prototype is comparable to the width or water depth of a wave tank, the
blockage effect [8] may occur and special efforts are needed to correct
experimental data. Thus, scale choice is constrained by the thresholds
pertaining to the influence from mechanical friction and the blockage
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effect. For example, for the M4 device [129], a comparison study is
conducted experimentally addressing the influence of scale ratio on its
CWR in regular and irregular waves.

Alternatively, data collected from experimental testing can be used
to derive empirical or data-driven models to represent the WSI of WEC
devices. Therefore, a wide range of tank testing should be conducted
with a wide range of wave conditions to reflect generic hydrodynamic
characteristics that WEC systems may experience in real sea. Data-
based modelling from physical experiments have been applied to derive
mathematical models for various WEC systems [111,113,146,197].
In addition, experimental modelling methods are directly applied for
geometric optimisation of some overtopping devices. For instance, the
ramp shape of the Wave Dragon devices is optimised by tank test-
ing [134], and the concentrator shape and angle of the SSG device
is optimised based on analytical/empirical model from experimental
data [141,142].

4.5. Influence of hydrodynamic modelling method on optimal geometry

The choice of hydrodynamic modelling approach for optimisation
applications is not straightforward. Some methods can give high-
fidelity approximation, e.g. CFD, but also require considerable com-
putation time. On the other hand, simpler models, like Cummins’
equation with some nonlinear additions, are not quite mathematically
correct. However, Cummins’ equation is generally used in offshore
engineering, as its approximation accuracy is reasonably good and the
computational cost is low for a wide range of offshore applications.

The selection of modelling methods mainly depends on modelling
objectives and application scenarios. For instance, large offshore struc-
tures are generally stabilised by design and control and, hence, lineari-
sation around an equilibrium point is reasonable. However, WECs with
energy maximisation control systems, which work to exaggerate device
motion, do not in general satisfy the assumptions for linearisation [51].

CFD methods are useful for comprehensively depicting nonlinear
effects of WECs’ WSI. However, it is impossible to use them to estimate
mean annual power of WECs due to the computational complexity.
Nevertheless, annual-based performance criteria, such as mean annual
power, annual energy production and capacity factor, are important
for WEC design and optimisation. Therefore, a proper hydrodynamic
modelling method for geometric optimisation of WECs should, ideally,
be both high-fidelity and computationally efficient.

As a hydrodynamic model plays a crucial role, and is a major
component of any WEC geometry optimisation, it is to be expected that
hydrodynamic modelling methods will have significant influence on
the optimised geometry. However, to the authors’ best knowledge, the
sensitivity of optimised geometries to the nature of the hydrodynamic
model used is still an open question. Ultimately, for optimisation ap-
plications, a plausible balance between computational complexity and
fidelity must be struck, with limited computing power. The degree of
nonlinear fidelity required may be a function of the particular WEC
topology.

5. Modelling of power take-off system

The power take-off is the component in Fig. 1 which transforms the
mechanical motion of the WEC into useful energy. Of itself, it does not
directly affect the WEC geometry, unless the WEC geometry must be
adapted to accommodate the PTO system internally. However, the PTO
system has its own dynamics, which allied to those of the floater hydro-
dynamics, determines the overall frequency response characteristics of
the system, which need to be tuned to the relevant sea state(s) via the
control system. Therefore, the effect on the overall system dynamics
will indirectly influence the optimal device geometry.

Furthermore, the nature of the PTO itself may significantly influence
the optimal device geometry, via its effect on the operation of the
control system. For example, reactive power flow (where energy is
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Fig. 6. Average PTO efficiency as a function of the reactance–resistance ratio [202].

taken from the grid to boost device motion) can be used to accelerate
the motion of a large device, to tune it into resonance with waves.
However, if a PTO only permits unidirectional power flow (from device
to grid), then the optimal device is likely to be larger than one where
bidirectional power flow is permitted. Further influence of the PTO, via
the control system, is considered in Section 7.

In addition to their natural dynamics, and the effect of control
forces, the dynamics of the PTO itself may be enhanced by passive
mechanisms, i.e. the ‘wavespring’ technology [198] or the snap-through
mechanism [199]. These additions can have the desirable effect of
reducing reactive power flow and also reducing the PTO peak power
rating.

Motion rectifiers, i.e. gearboxes, air turbines, hydro turbines, and
hydraulic systems, are generally used to couple the WEC oscillation
with generators. Hence, the dynamics of motion rectifiers and gener-
ators should be accurately modelled, especially when PTO constraints,
such as maximum stroke, force, torque and power, are considered.
Significant PTO constraints have been shown to have a marked effect on
optimal WEC geometries [33]. Based on some ideal PTO assumptions,
the bond graph modelling method [200,201] has demonstrated its
feasibility in modelling the dynamics of an hydraulic PTO system and
assessing its power output, by assuming the excitation force is known.

However, ideal PTO systems fail to consider some important nonlin-
ear effects in WEC PTO dynamics, e.g. friction, dead-zone, saturation,
load effect, hysteresis effect, etc. This may lead to incorrect design
decision regarding WEC geometry and the PTO system. For high-fidelity
modelling of PTO systems, both the PTO dynamics and efficiency
variations with load should be considered. Generators can only operate
efficiently under rated (steady) conditions with a peak efficiency lower
than 1. In general, the average efficiency of a non-ideal PTO deceases
as the reactance/resistance ratio increases [202], as shown in Fig. 6. In
addition, the average PTO efficiency decreases dramatically when the
load diverges from its rated value. A large amount of energy will also
be dissipated by the PTO system, in terms of mechanical loss, copper
loss, or hydraulic leakage, which may have an influence on the optimal
device shape.

When a mechanical gearbox is used as part of a PTO system,
mechanical friction affects the PTO’s dynamics and dissipates some
energy. A mechanical motion rectifier (MMR) is tested in [203], to
transfer reciprocating WEC motion into uni-directional rotation. The
efficiency of the MMR varies from 0.6–0.8, and 40% to 20% energy
is dissipated by mechanical friction, respectively. Crucially, the MMR
does not easily permit reactive power flow. For hydraulic PTOs, friction
losses generally exist in hydraulic cylinders and motors [204]. A case
study, based on a hydraulic PTO for a WaveStar-like device, shows
that the friction loss is almost as large as the generated electrical
power [205]. In addition, experimental data corresponding to a hy-
draulic PTO system also show some complex nonlinear dynamics, e.g. a
hysteresis effect [206]. Air-turbines and hydro-turbines are used for
OWCs and overtopping devices, respectively. As the pressure head of
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a turbine increases, the mass flow rate increases, but the turbine’s
efficiency decreases. Optimised geometry of these devices can increase
the pressure head and the mass flow rate. However, this does not
mean a higher overall efficiency, if the decrease in turbine efficiency is
considered [207].

In practice, PTO losses constitute a crucial aspect that must be
taken into account in WEC control, with consequences for the optimal
WEC geometry. Different levels of complexity can be used to describe
non-ideal PTO behaviour. A complete technical descriptive approach
could be employed, leading to a more realistic model, but resulting in
a significant increase in computation time, which may be prohibitive
in optimisation applications. A simple way is to include PTO losses
by means of an efficiency curve or a constant efficiency rate [208].
A high-fidelity wave-to-wire (W2W) model considering nonlinear hy-
drodynamics, hydraulic dynamics and electrical dynamics are studied
in [209]. The systematic complexity is high and a multi-rate solver
is required to accelerate the computation. A systematic complexity
reduction approach is investigated in [210] to achieve fast computation
and modelling.

To date, no comprehensive study of the influence of non-ideal
PTO modelling on geometric optimisation of WEC devices is available
but, based on the discussion in this section, it should be clear that a
co-design framework, considering nonlinear hydrodynamics, non-ideal
PTO mechanism and optimal control strategies, is recommended for
WEC geometric optimisation.

6. Model simplification and implementation

In general, the aforementioned desirable hydrodynamic and PTO
modelling characteristics are not straightforward, and simpler
parametrised models are preferred for WEC geometric optimisation,
given the iterative nature of numerical optimisation. For instance,
CFD methods are costly in computation (see Section 4.1), and CFD-in-
loop optimisation may lead to unrealistic computing durations. Thus,
simplified and parametrised models are required for optimisation,
which can be classified into three types, i.e. frequency-domain (FD),
time-domain (TD) and spectral-domain (SD) models.

Concerning the hydrodynamic model, in the frequency-domain,
Cummins’ equation in Eq. (31) can be rewritten as

{−𝜔2[𝑴 +𝑴a] + 𝑗𝜔𝑩 +𝑲}𝜩(𝜔) = 𝑭 e(𝜔) + 𝑭 a(𝜔), (33)

where 𝜩(𝜔) and 𝑭 e(𝜔) are the frequency-domain representations of 𝝃(𝒕)
and 𝒇 e(𝑡) in Eq. (31), respectively. 𝑭 a(𝜔) represents the control force
or/and linear treatments of some nonlinear factors, such as viscous
drag, as articulated in Eq. (31). The parameters 𝑴a, 𝑩, 𝑲 , 𝑭 e(𝜔) can be
obtained from BEM methods or analytical methods, based on the linear
potential flow theory in Section 4.2.2. Such FD models are convenient
and computationally efficient, especially when harmonic waves are
considered. However, FD models are only valid for ideal PTO systems,
where the PTO/control system is represented as some combination of
a linear mass–spring–damper system. In addition, it is difficult to con-
sider some nonlinear factors in FD models. However, some nonlinear
factors, e.g. viscous force, can be included in FD models with extra
effort [211]. In a similar way, SD models can be alternatives to save
computing time. Based on the Lorentz linearisation, SD model [212],
via statistical linearisation, consider some nonlinear effects, e.g. the
viscous quadratic term [29,30,213], nonlinear hydrostatic restoring
force and end-stop force [213]. Hence, SD models can statistically and
computation-efficiently assess WEC dynamics and power generation
for WEC geometric optimisation. However, SD models fail to describe
instantaneous WEC dynamics and power capture and, hence, TD models
can be preferred when real-time control and physical constraints in
WEC/PTO dynamics are indispensable in the optimisation loop.

Compared to FD and SD models, TD models are preferred for some
application scenarios, as TD models are capable of handling irregular
waves and nonlinear factors in a more flexible manner. In addition,
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a wide variety of control systems can be simulated, which may give
more meaningful overall description of the WEC performance for dif-
ferent geometric configurations. In the time domain, the dynamics of
a WEC system is often represented by Cummins’ equation in Eq. (31),
which contains a convolution radiation force term, which is not effi-
cient in computation. A first attempt, therefore, to simplify the model
computationally, is to approximate the convolution term by a finite-
order parametrised model, e.g. a state-space model. Such a radiation
approximation can be implemented by a variety of system identification
techniques [214–219].

Starting with a nonlinear TD model, there are various approaches
to reduce the model to a form which is amenable to numerical optimi-
sation, while still retaining key nonlinear characteristics. Specifically,
methods in [210,220] describe procedures which may be used to
reduce the complexity of nonlinear hydrodynamic and PTO models in
a progressive way to allow a specific complexity/fidelity trade-off to be
achieved, while retaining specific nonlinear characteristics.

Another way to produce a parametrically compact (linear or nonlin-
ear) model for optimisation is to use data collected from a computation-
ally complex high-fidelity model [209] to be used in a subsequent sys-
tem identification procedure [221]. The discrete-time data can be used
to produce both continuous-time [222] or discrete-time [221] (black-
box) parametric models, at a complexity level scalable by the user, both
in terms of degree of nonlinearity and dynamical order, which is ideal
for geometric optimisation, where computation is limited.

System identification techniques can be applied where aspects of the
model are well known, or where the model structure is known, but the
parameter values are uncertain [223]. This leads to the so-called grey-
box modelling, where the various shades of grey denote the level of a
priori knowledge available [224], with white-box denoting a complete
first-principles model and black-box denoting the complete absence of
physical information.

While LPT produces linear WEC models which are linearised about
the device equilibrium point, and assume small variations about that
equilibrium (a challenging assumption in an application where the
objective is to exaggerate motion), in WEC applications, system identi-
fication can be used to identify linear models which are more represen-
tative over the full operational space [225]. Other examples of system
identification applied in the wave energy application, utilise both linear
and nonlinear model structures, e.g. [226]. When identifying paramet-
ric models from system identification experiments, care needs to be
taken to cover the complete operational space of the device, in both
motion (displacement, velocity) and frequency [227].

Based on input–output relation, WEC dynamical models can be
classified as force-to-motion (F2M), wave-to-motion (W2M) and W2W
models, as follows:

• F2M models focus on the WSI radiation problem of WECs (also in-
cluding inertial and restoring effects) and can, for example, be de-
rived analytically based on Cummins’ equation in Eq. (31) [193,
218,219], or identified from numerical or experimental data by
externally forcing the body oscillate in still water [226,227], not-
ing that decay testing only depicts the radiation problem around
the natural frequency of a WEC device. Numerical simulation of
F2M models assumes that the excitation force is known, and the
output signal is usually either displacement or velocity.

• W2M models include the F2M dynamics, but also includes the
excitation process dealing with the incident and diffraction prob-
lems, noting that the physical process from wave elevation to
wave excitation force is typically non-causal. In practical WEC
implementation, the excitation force cannot be measured directly,
since it cannot be decoupled from other hydrodynamic forces for
an oscillating body [228]. It is also noteworthy that knowledge of
the excitation force is critical in the generation of optimal velocity
reference signals for WEC control systems, and can be estimated
or approximated [228–235]. Alternatively, W2M models can also
be directly identified from CFD or experimental data [197,226,
13

227], by which the non-causal process is implicitly handled. j
• W2W models include both WSI and structure–PTO interaction,
and can depict all the three power transfer stages given in Fig. 1,
having the advantage of displaying useful power output, which
may be key in realistic geometry optimisation. Thus, W2W models
provide the possibility to include more realistic non-ideal PTO
models. While a number of W2W modelling approaches are sum-
marised in [6,11,236], only a few W2W models consider the
nonlinear coupling between hydrodynamics and control [237,
238]. A systematic complexity reduction approach is investigated
in [210] and concludes that W2W models can be simplified
according to modelling purposes. For the purpose of power as-
sessment (a typical metric in WEC geometry optimisation), it is
suggested that the dynamics of a non-ideal hydraulic PTO system
can be neglected and an efficiency curve can be used to represent
PTO losses for system complexity reduction [208,210].

In summary, for WEC geometric optimisation, the straightforward
pplication of complex hydrodynamic and PTO models in the optimi-
ation loop may lead to unacceptable computing time. Hence, model
implification is useful to parametrise WEC models, as FD, TD and
D models, for optimisation implementation. FD and TD models are
idely applied, and only a few studies use SD models. W2M models
re generally used, by assuming ideal mass–spring–damper systems for
TO dynamics. A more realistic W2W model for geometric optimisation
hould simultaneously consider critical nonlinear hydrodynamics, non-
deal PTO dynamics and real-time control with physical constraints.
uch a model is expected to have a high systematic complexity, but
urther model simplification can be achieved according to application
cenarios [210].

. Control strategies

As ocean waves are irregular with varying amplitude and frequency,
nd sea states change from time to time, control approaches are re-
uired by WEC systems for power maximisation in moderate sea states
nd survivability enhancement under extreme wave conditions. In
eneral, a properly designed control strategy tends to exaggerate the
scillation of a WEC device, which, in turn, can invalidate the assump-
ions of the LPF theory [51,239]. Hence, nonlinear forces, e.g. viscous
nd FK forces are typically exaggerated by control, and WEC geometric
ptimisation should include the effect of control. A wide range of
EC control strategies are available, e.g. reactive control and phase

ontrol [240], optimisation-based control [10], adaptive control [241,
42], etc. This section only discusses some basic concepts of WEC
ontrol, focusing on their influence on WEC geometric optimisation.
or detailed review on control, readers are referred to [9–12].

.1. Classic control strategy

To derive classic control methods, Cummins’ equation in Eq. (33)
an be rewritten as

𝑽 (𝜔)
𝑭 e(𝜔) + 𝑭 pto(𝜔)

= 1
𝒁 i(𝜔)

, (34)

where 𝑽 (𝜔) represents the body velocity in the frequency domain.
i(𝜔) is the intrinsic impedance of the system,

i(𝜔) = 𝑩(𝜔) + 𝑗𝜔
[

𝑴 +𝑴a(𝜔) −
𝑲
𝜔2

]

. (35)

According to the maximum power transfer theorem, the optimal PTO
system should satisfy

𝒁pto(𝜔) = 𝒁∗
i (𝜔). (36)

hat is, the maximum absorbed power by the PTO system is achieved
hen the PTO impedance is the complex conjugate of the system

ntrinsic impedance. Such a control method is called the complex con-
ugate control or reactive control (RC) [240]. For reactive PTO/control
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Fig. 7. Control structures for (a) approximate complex conjugate (ACC) and (b)
approximate velocity tracking (AVT) [12].

systems, bi-directional power flow is required. However, some PTO
systems only allow uni-directional power flow, represented therefore
as pure dampers, resulting in the so-called passive control (PC), given
as

𝑩pto(𝜔) = |𝒁 i(𝜔)|. (37)

Based on the reactive control law in Eq. (36), the optimal velocity
is given as

𝑽 opt (𝜔) =
𝑭 e(𝜔)
2𝑩(𝜔)

, (38)

which indicates that the absorbed power is maximised if the WEC
velocity is proportional to the excitation force. Control laws based on
this equation include phase control [240], which can be achieved by
latching control (LC) or declutching control (DC).

For WEC geometric optimisation, classic control methods are gen-
erally used, usually giving a simple parametric form for the controller.
For instance, reactive control is applied in [78,130]; passive control is
used for geometric optimisation of pitching PAs in [96,104] and OWCs
in [114]; and phase control by latching and declutching are applied
in [53,194]. The ideal latching/declutching time, and corresponding
optimal damping value during the free response, have been studied by
a variety of researchers, including [243–245]. For passive control, the
PTO damping coefficient is typically selected at the peak frequency of
a given spectrum [246].

7.2. Modern control strategies

Classic control methods calculate the optimal conditions for power
maximisation of linear WEC devices in monochromatic waves. How-
ever, more realistic WECs contain nonlinear hydrodynamics, non-ideal
PTO systems and are subject to irregular waves. In general, reactive
and phase control concepts can be extended to panchromatic waves
under the frameworks of approximate complex conjugate (ACC) and
approximate velocity tracking (AVT) [12], shown in Fig. 7.

The AVT framework is more flexible than the ACC one, permitting
the incorporation of physical constraints, and is generally used for the
majority of optimal control strategies, but requires knowledge of the
excitation force. Without loss of generality, the WEC control problem
can be reformulated as an optimal control problem, given as

min
𝒇pto

− ∫

𝑇

0
𝒇 pto(𝑡) 𝒗(𝑡) d𝑡

subject to 𝝃(𝑡) ≤ 𝝃max,
(39)
14

𝒇 pto(𝑡) ≤ 𝒇max. a
ased on this formulation, several optimal control algorithms are sum-
arised in [10]. However, only a few studies consider modern control
ethods in WEC geometric optimisation, possibly due to the increased

omputation time associated with numerically optimal control. For
xample, pseudo spectral optimal control (PSOC) is applied to opti-
ise the shape of heave PAs in [33,60], and the influence of control
ethods, including DC, LC, PC, and PSOC, on geometric optimisation

s assessed in [33,64].
In addition, modern control methods can handle the constraints

n a more flexible manner [33]. However, there are very few studies
iscussing the existence of optimal solution under physical constraints.
ased on the PSOC algorithm, a geometric tool is developed in [247],
o discuss the existence of optimal solution subject to constraints in
TO displacement and force. As shown in Fig. 8(a), the optimal power
utput can be achieved when the maximum values of the position and
orce constraints are large, or when the excitation force is relatively
mall. However, the suboptimal power may differ from the optimal
onstrained solution if the maximum values of the constraints decrease
r the excitation force increases, as shown in Fig. 8(b). If the maxi-
um values of the constraints decrease further or the excitation force

ncreases further, neither optimal nor suboptimal solutions exist, as
hown in Fig. 8(c).

In Fig. 8, the constraints mainly depend on the design or selection
f PTO systems, and the excitation force depends on wave conditions
nd WEC geometry. Hence, the existence of an optimal solution will be
ffected by the PTO system specification, wave climates, WEC geome-
ries and hydrodynamic modelling methods. This interaction strongly
uggests a co-design framework for WEC geometric optimisation.

.3. Influence of control strategy on optimal geometry

Control units act as a ‘bridge’ connecting WEC hydrodynamics with
TO dynamics. In turn, control strategies have a significant influence on
he dynamics of the WEC body and PTO components, and consequently
ffect the optimised WEC geometries. In general, WEC controllers are
ased on linear WEC models with several assumptions, i.e. ideal fluid
low, small body motion and small wave height (see Fig. 5). However,
ower maximisation control strategies tend to enlarge the body motion,
hich invalidate these assumptions. Hence, nonlinear effects should
e treated in a proper way [51], to achieve high-fidelity modelling
ithout high computational cost. As shown in Fig. 9(a), latching control
xaggerates the motion orbit dramatically, and a hybrid modelling
ethod with treatment of nonlinear FK and viscous drag forces (marked
LFKaD) gives results approaching the fidelity of CFD via OpenFOAM,
hile other methods fail to model WEC motion accurately. In addition,

he computation time of the NLFKaD method is considerably less
han that for CFD methods, as shown in Fig. 9(b), and the NLFKaD
ethod is recommended for WEC geometry optimisation when power
aximisation control is applied. In Fig. 9(b), 𝑡cpu is the computation

ime.
As expected, power maximisation control strategies significantly

ffect WEC hydrodynamic optimisation, and the optimal geometry is
herefore sensitive to the control method employed. For example, an
ptimised truncated cylinder harvesting wave energy in heave has
uch larger dimensions and natural period for passive control than

or latching control [53]. A broader comparison study of the control
nfluence on geometric optimisation is discussed in [64], in which the
ptimised shapes of uncontrolled, latching-, declutching- and PSOC-
ontrolled devices differ from each other dramatically. In addition, the
SOC strategy, a representative of modern control strategies, outper-
orms the other control methods [64], and the optimised geometry
sing the PSOC strategy shows higher robustness to varying sea states
han the other control approaches.

In addition, physical PTO constraints, which are not considered by
ll control methods, have some influence on the optimised geometry. A
arger value in stroke or power constraint will lead to a larger displaced
olume for devices [151,152]. Similar conclusions are drawn in [33],
here a tight constraint in PTO force leads to a smaller dimension of

n optimised cylinder operating in heave.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of phase portraits (a), and modelling fidelity against computation
cost (b), for a heaving sphere in regular waves of height 1 m and period 6 s for a
variety of modelling approaches with/without latching control [51].

8. Optimisation criteria

To assess the performance of a WEC concept, a variety of metrics
have been used to evaluate its TPL and TRL. For successful commer-
cialisation, the concept should be of technological and economical
viability [248]. Correspondingly, criteria for WEC geometric optimisa-
tion should consider both the technological and economic performance.
The performance criteria for WEC geometric optimisation can be clas-
sified into the following three types: (i) economic criteria, (ii) technical
criteria, and (iii) techno-economic criteria. This section will introduce
these criteria, discuss their influence on WEC geometric optimisation,
and assess their practicality as optimisation targets. However, given the
sensitivity of the optimal geometry to the performance goal, the choice
of performance function is key in achieving realistic optimal shapes,
while also requiring to be computationally tractable.

8.1. Economic criteria

While the energy in waves is ostensibly free, the technology used to
harness it is not and the cost of delivered wave energy is the ultimate
arbiter of its adoption. Key economic criteria include the levelised cost
of energy (LCoE), the net present value (NPV), the internal rate of
return (IRR), and the discounted pay back period (DPBP). In this study,
these economic criteria follow the definition in [249], and only an
overview is given in the following.

The LCoE over the life-cycle of a WEC project can be defined by the
present value (PV) approach, given as

𝐿𝐶𝑜𝐸 =
𝑃𝑉 (𝐶𝑎𝑝𝐸𝑥) + 𝑃𝑉 (𝑂𝑝𝐸𝑥)

𝑃𝑉 (𝐴𝐸𝑃 )
, (40)

here 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝐸𝑥, 𝑂𝑝𝐸𝑥 and 𝐴𝐸𝑃 are capital expenditure, operation and
aintenance expenditure, and annual energy production, respectively.
15
he present value of cash flow (CF) is defined as

𝑉 (𝐶𝐹 ) =
𝑌
∑

𝑦=𝑦0

𝐶𝐹 (𝑦)
(

1 + 𝑅d
100

)𝑦 , (41)

here 𝑅d and 𝑦 are the discount rate and the year index, respectively,
ith the life-cycle running from 𝑦0 to 𝑌 . Estimates of the CapEx, OpEx
nd LCoE for early commercial scale WEC project are 2700–9100 $/kW,
0–300 $/kW per year, and 120–470 $/MWh in [250], respectively,
ith detailed calculation and estimation methods given in [249–251].
owever, large uncertainties exist in these estimates, given that limited
perational experience of WEC projects is available. These estimates are
ased on average values for various WEC devices and cannot reflect
he LCoE for a specific WEC project. In addition, the capacity factor
s optimistically assumed to be around 0.3 [250], while an operating
WC wave farm can only achieve a capacity factor of about 0.11 [22].
n the other hand, long-term projections, considering learning rate,
onclude that the LCoE tends to decrease to 100–150 $/MWh as the
umulative installation capacity increases to 10 GW [250]. This reveals
he rationality for policy makers to applying renewable energy feed-in
ariffs (REFITs) to encourage private investment.

The free cash flow (FCF) can be defined as

𝐶𝐹 (𝑦) =
𝑅𝑒𝑣(𝑦) − 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝐸𝑥(𝑦) − 𝑂𝑝𝐸𝑥(𝑦) − 𝑇 𝑎𝑥(𝑦)

(

1 + 𝑅d
100

)𝑦 , (42)

where 𝑅𝑒𝑣 is the annual revenue, containing the REFIT, if available,
and 𝑇 𝑎𝑥 representing annual taxes. Therefore, the NPV, IRR and DPBP
can be calculated by

𝑁𝑃𝑉 =
𝑌
∑

𝑦=0

𝐹𝐶𝐹 (𝑦)
(

1 + 𝑅d
100

)𝑦
,

(43)

𝑌
∑

𝑦=0

𝐹𝐶𝐹 (𝑦)
(

1 + 𝐼𝑅𝑅
100

)𝑦 = 0, (44)

𝐷𝑃𝐵𝑃
∑

𝑦=0

𝐹𝐶𝐹 (𝑦)
(

1 + 𝑅d
100

)𝑦 ≥ 0. (45)

Private stockholders may use the NPV, IRR and DPBP to make decisions
on their investment on WEC projects. Sensitivity analysis shows that the
REFIT has a significant influence on the NPV and IRR, and a relatively
higher REFIT can lead to profitable wave farm projects [249,252]. In
addition, NPV is applied as an optimisation criterion for a barge-type
attenuator in [130], and the optimised number is much smaller that its
counterpart by using a purely technical criterion.

Though the criteria in Eqs. (40)–(45) have quite complex relation-
ships with the device geometry, some studies on WEC hydrodynamic
optimisation adopt these criteria as the cost function in the optimi-
sation loop. For instance, the LCoE is used to optimise the radius of
a heaving point absorber in [102] and the hull structure of a BBDB
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device in [127]. The per-kWh cost of the all-electrical chain (exclud-
ing geometry) for the SEAREV device can be minimised by particle
swarm methods [253]. On the other hand, WEC optimisation based on
these economic criteria remains a challenging task [248]. Given that
operational experience in this sector is severely limited, a high level of
uncertainty exists in the estimation of the criteria in Eqs. (40)–(45). For
instance, the calculated LCoE for the Pelamis device varies from 0.05–
0.30 e/kWh, depending on wave climate, material prices, installation
cost, rated power, REFIT, etc [252].

8.2. Technical criteria

Technical criteria for evaluating the performance of WEC systems
can directly reflect the TPL of WEC concepts, which include the power-
related, energy-related, efficiency-related and natural-frequency-related
criteria, and generally have a more direct relationship with the device
geometry than purely economic criteria. Without loss of generality, the
average absorbed power, 𝑃a, can be written as

a =
1
𝑇 ∫

𝑇

0
𝒇 pto(𝑡) 𝒗(𝑡) d𝑡, (46)

here 𝑇 is the time span, which can be several seconds for regular
aves, hundreds of seconds for irregular waves, and months/years for
ave climates. Maximising average power absorption is often used for
any kinds of WEC devices, for example [28,62,118,125,128]. Some

tudies even seek to achieve multiple objectives, e.g. shape optimisation
f the SEAREV device aims to maximise the absorbed power and to
inimise the displacement simultaneously [96].

Another generally used technical criterion is energy production, 𝐸𝑃 ,
iven as

𝑃 = ∫

𝑇

0
𝒇 pto(𝑡) 𝒗(𝑡) d𝑡. (47)

hen the time span 𝑇 is annual, this equation results in the annual
nergy production (AEP), which is broadly used to evaluate the per-
ormance of a WEC device at a specific site, or to compute the LCoE
efined in Eq. (40). In addition, the AEP can also be used as the
bjective for shape optimisation [102,104].

Historically, the hydrodynamic efficiency of a WEC device is mainly
epresented by the capture width ratio, 𝐶𝑊𝑅, given as

𝑊𝑅 =
𝑃a
𝐽𝐿c

, (48)

where 𝐽 = 𝐽r or 𝐽 = 𝐽ir for regular or irregular waves, respectively.
𝐿c is the characteristic dimension of a WEC device, normally the width
of the device with respect to the wave front. To make the CWR more
comparable among a variety of WEC devices, the characteristic dimen-
sion can be modified by the cube root of displaced volume [145], or
the square root of the submerged surface area [93,95]. The CWR is fre-
quently accepted as a measure of hydrodynamic efficiency [112,113],
and also alternatively denoted as the capture factor [145], or relative
capture width [241]. For WEC geometric optimisation, the CWR is
widely used as the maximisation objective for all types of WEC sys-
tems, see [109,111,113,115–117,119,123,145,148,149,172]. Based on
similar concepts, a performance criterion, denoted the overtopping rate,
is specified to represent the hydrodynamic efficiency for optimising
overtopping WECs, e.g. the Wave Dragon device [134,136,144].

More simply, some studies try to match the natural frequency of a
WEC system to the incident wave [70,82], by evaluating the RAO as
the performance index.

𝑅𝐴𝑂 = 𝐴
𝐻∕2

, (49)

where 𝐴 is the amplitude of WEC displacement. However, such an
exercise does not consider the beneficial effect of control in broadening
the WEC bandwidth, as documented in Section 7.
16
8.3. Techno-economic criteria

The economic criteria in Eqs. (40)–(45) are based on estimated
values of CapEx, OpEx and AEP from some preliminary WEC projects,
and it is assumed that technical measures on improving the AEP have
no influence on the CapEx and OpEx. However, this is not true. For in-
stance, power maximisation control can improve the AEP significantly,
but it may also increase the peak-to-average power ratio, resulting in a
high rated power but a low capacity factor for PTO units, leading to a
higher LCoE and a lower NPV [254]. In addition, the technical criteria
in Eqs. (46)–(49) only focus on improving the absorbed power or hy-
drodynamic efficiency, but neglect the influence of optimisation design
or control on the cost. Power-oriented shape optimisation may result
in a large structure and, hence, an unacceptably large value of CapEx.
Power maximisation control, e.g. reactive control, may lead to a large
peak-to-average power ratio, which can significantly increase PTO cost.
Therefore, it is critical to consider both economic and technological
criteria for WEC geometric optimisation.

A novel framework to assess both the productivity and economic
feasibility of WEC projects is proposed in [249]. As shown in Fig. 10,
this method combines a cluster of models to reflect the WEC operational
environment, manufacture, deployment, operation and maintenance,
and productivity. The resulted CapEx, OpEx and AEP are fed into a
financial calculator to compute the economic criteria. However, it is
difficult to adopt this framework for WEC geometry optimisation, as
these techno-economic criteria consider a wide range of parameters for
optimisation, including: (i) design parameters, e.g. geometric structure,
(ii) control parameters, e.g. PTO constraints, (iii) operational param-
eters, e.g. wave climate, (iv) economic parameters, e.g. the cost of
material and the REFIT, and (v) market data, e.g. price of electricity.
Such a multi-objective and multi-parameter optimisation problem may
be computationally intractable.

Some simplifications can be made to represent techno-economic
criteria by assuming the CapEx and OpEx are proportional to char-
acteristic parameters of WEC’s geometry, e.g. submerged surface area,
displaced volume, and characteristic length. Average absorbed power
per submerged surface area (𝑃s), average absorbed power per displaced
volume (𝑃v), and average absorbed power per displaced mass (𝑃m), can
be defined as

𝑃s =
𝑃a
𝐴s

, (50)

𝑃v =
𝑃a
𝑉d

, (51)

𝑃m =
𝑃a
𝑀

, (52)

where 𝐴s, 𝑉d and 𝑀 are the submerged surface area, the displaced
volume and mass, respectively. Alternatively, annual energy production
per submerged surface area, displaced volume and mass, can be written
as

𝐴𝐸𝑃s =
𝐴𝐸𝑃
𝐴s

, (53)

𝐴𝐸𝑃v =
𝐴𝐸𝑃
𝑉d

, (54)

𝐴𝐸𝑃m = 𝐴𝐸𝑃
𝑀

. (55)

If annual data are used to compute the power-related criteria in
Eqs. (50)–(52), these criteria will show the same trends as the AEP-
related criteria in Eqs. (53)–(55). In addition, 𝑃v and 𝐴𝐸𝑃v are the
surrogates of 𝑃m and 𝐴𝐸𝑃m, respectively, since 𝑀 = 𝜌𝑉d. Some pre-
liminary WEC geometric optimisation studies use these aforementioned
techno-economic criteria as optimisation objectives, for example [93,
107,147,194]. However, these studies do not reveal the rationale of
using these criteria as simplified representatives of LCoE.

Intuitively, these techno-economic criteria in Eqs. (50)–(55) reflect

the efficiency of utilising the WEC structure. A preliminary study, based
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Fig. 10. Schematic of a wave farm productivity and financial calculator [249].
Fig. 11. Variants of LCoE with changes in (a) the energy production per m2 of
submerged surface area, and (b) the energy production per unit mass [254].

on a wave farm of CorPower devices with an installation capacity of
20 MW [254], shows clearly that LCoE is strongly related to the sim-
plified techno-economic criteria. As shown in Fig. 11(a), a maximum
value of 𝑃s generally achieves a low LCoE around its minimum value,
regardless changes in wave climate. Fig. 11(b) further illustrates that
the LCoE decreases monotonically as 𝐴𝐸𝑃m increases, i.e. a maximised
𝐴𝐸𝑃m always results in a minimised LCoE. This is the rationale of
using these simplified techno-economic criteria for WEC geometric
optimisation.
17
Compared to the complex techno-economic schematic in Fig. 10,
the simplified techno-economic criteria in Eqs. (50)–(55) are compu-
tationally feasible for WEC geometric optimisation, and the optimised
geometry is expected to be more realistic than that based on purely
technical criteria in Eqs. (46)–(49). When the PTO reliability is consid-
ered, optimisation criteria should include the PTO force or torque. For
instance, average power per PTO force is used in [39,194,255] and the
ratio between the maximum reaction force and the maximum absorbed
power is adopted in [147]. In [79], the LCoE is simplified to 𝐴𝐸𝑃−0.5

m .
Thus, minimising the LCoE in [79] is equivalent to maximising the
𝐴𝐸𝑃m in Eq. (55).

8.4. Influence of optimisation criterion on optimal geometry

Naturally, it is difficult to determine a universal optimisation cri-
terion for geometric optimisation of all kinds of WEC systems. For
successful commercial applications, economic criteria are paramount
for policy makers and stockholders. However, these indices are of high
uncertainty, mainly limited by little operational experience of WEC
projects. On the other hand, technical criteria are broadly used for
improving WEC performance by geometric optimisation or/and control,
but are insensitive to CapEx and OpEx. In reality, technical criteria
have a significant influence on economic criteria. For instance, reactive
control can dramatically improve AEP, but may not lower LCoE, since
reactive control induces a high level of reactive power and a large
peak-to-average power ratio in power flow. As a consequence, the rated
power increases, the capacity factor decreases, and the possibility of
component failure increases. Thus, both the CapEx and OpEx increase
and the LCoE may be increased, rather than decreased.

Techno-economic criteria inherently compromise both economic
and technical objectives, and typically transform the problem of LCoE
minimisation to the problem of maximising the absorbed power or
energy per characteristic dimension. The study in [254] has demon-
strated the feasibility and validity of such a simplification, at least for
the CorPower device. However, these simplified criteria may lead to a
relatively small geometry, and extra metrics, such as delivered power,
should be included to form a multi-objective optimisation problem.
When the reliability of a PTO system or components are considered
in relation to OpEx, penalty functions of large PTO force or torque
should be taken into account in the optimisation cost function. When
multiple objectives compete with each other, and are unrealistic to
combine in a single performance function, a Pareto front can be used
to find the optimal multi-objective solution [96,253,256]. The main
advantage of the Pareto optimisation is that the sensitivity of the rela-
tionship between competing metrics is revealed, providing the designer
with useful information to make a final decision. However, given that
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expert user intervention is usually required to interpret the Pareto
result, this approach does not lend itself easily to automated numerical
optimisation.

As expected, the choice of optimisation criterion has a significant
influence on the ‘optimal’ WEC geometry, as documented for example
in [92–95,106,130,147]. An interesting finding in [152] is that opti-
misation criteria of average power, average power per characteristic
length and average power per volume result in large-, medium- and
small-sized hulls, around 3000 m3, 1000 m3 and 300 m3, respectively.
By comparing the economic-criterion-driven, the technical-criterion-
driven and the weighted-driven optimisations [257], the first approach
always leads to a small hull, and the second method results in a
large hull, while the weighted one considering both types of criteria
converges to a median buoy size.

9. Optimisation algorithms

Without loss generality, the geometric optimisation problem of WEC
systems can be formulated as

min
𝑿

𝐹 (𝑿)

subject to 𝑯(𝑿, 𝝃, 𝜼) = 𝟎,
𝑪(𝑿, 𝝃) ≤ 𝟎,
𝑿l ≤ 𝑿 ≤ 𝑿u,

(56)

here 𝐹 (𝑿) is the cost/performance function which, in general, cannot
e expressed in an explicit algebraic form, but can be numerically
omputed. 𝑿 represents the design parameters in the design space of
𝑿l,𝑿u], while 𝑯(𝑿, 𝝃, 𝜼) = 𝟎 and 𝑪(𝑿, 𝝃) ≤ 𝟎 represent the hydro-
ynamic and control constraints, respectively. Before the optimisation
rocess, the following needs to be considered: (i) modelling fidelity and
omputational resource availability; (ii) properties of the optimisation
roblem, such as continuous or discrete, single or multiple objectives,
eterministic or stochastic, constrained or unconstrained; (iii) proper-
ies of the design space, e.g. number of local optima, discontinuity; and
iv) constraint handling.

A plethora of optimisation algorithms is available, with no unique
lassification method to cover the broad range of possibilities. The
ppropriate choice of optimisation algorithm is somewhat problem
ependent, and there is no universal methodology to chose the ‘best’
lgorithm for all problems. Equally, there is no single optimisation al-
orithm which is suitable for all problems. A variety of optimisation al-
orithms for aerodynamic optimisation is summarised in [258], within
hich the algorithms are classified into three categorises: gradient-
ased, gradient-free and hybrid algorithms. Shape optimisation of WEC
ystems share some similarity with aerodynamic optimisation and some
xperience from aerodynamic optimisation may be relevant for WEC
ydrodynamic optimisation. On the other hand, shape optimisation of
EC systems appears more complex, as a realistic procedure should

onsider the interaction among stochastic wave climates, nonlinear
ydrodynamics, optimum control strategies, non-ideal PTO dynamics
nd uncertain market data, to minimise the LCoE. In addition, WEC
eometry optimisation involves 2-phase flow, compared to the single
hase case in aerodynamics.

WEC shape optimisation aims to obtain the most suitable shape
nder a given set of conditions, including WEC structure, wave condi-
ions, hydrodynamic model, PTO dynamics, power maximisation con-
rol approaches, and performance criterion employed. In general, this
ptimisation problem is multi-parameter and multi-objective, and sub-
ect to a variety of constraints. Some specific cases may present a
onvex optimisation problem. However, in general, solution spaces may
ave multiple optima and special care should be taken to determine
n acceptable solution. However, many global search methods, such
s evolutionary or genetic algorithms (EAs and GAs, respectively)
onsume considerable computational resources.
18

I

As the cost function 𝐹 (𝑿) in Eq. (56) is implicit, multi-parameter,
ulti-objective and iterative, it may be challenging to find the global

ptimal solution. In general, optimisation algorithms can be divided
nto the exhaustive search methods (ESMs), local search methods
LSMs) and global search methods (GSMs). This paper only considers
he application and influence of optimisation algorithms on optimised
eometry. For a detailed mathematical description of optimisation
lgorithms, readers are referred to [259,260].

.1. Exhaustive search

An exhaustive search method is the simplest algorithm to find the
ptimum solution when the design parameters are discretised on a
pace. When the number of design parameters is small and the design
pace is limited, it can be an effective approach, and also provides infor-
ation in the neighbourhood of the optimum, indicating sensitivity of

he performance function to the optimised parameters, and is almost
uaranteed to find the global optimum. For multi-parameter cases,
ubsequent single-parameter studies can be iteratively used to find the
lobal optimum. Table 6 summarises the studies of WEC geometry
ptimisation which adopt exhaustive search or perform parametric
tudies, showing application to a broad range of WEC concepts.

Exhaustive search methods can consider nonlinear WEC hydro-
ynamics and control/PTO constraints. In Table 6, fully nonlinear
EC hydrodynamics are implicitly included in CFD or experimental
ethods, e.g. [114,117,121,122,124,134–137,144,150]. Fully nonlin-

ar potential flow theory is applied in [115] via a package called
OBEM, to consider the effects of large waves. Hybrid modelling
ethods are applied in [145,194] with viscosity treatment, while the

iscosity effect is linearised as a linear damping term in [99]. Control
onstraints can also be handled easily using exhaustive search methods.
or instance, constraints on velocity and displacement are considered
n [33,70,83,105,146,194], and PTO force constraints are considered
n [33]. In addition, constraints on hydrodynamic WEC loads on the
ody can also be accounted for, via slamming restrictions in [83,102].

When the number or space of the design parameters increase,
xhaustive search or parametric studies methods may become computa-
ionally intractable and more sophisticated search methods are required
o accelerate the optimisation procedure, such as local or global search
ethods, detailed in the following subsections.

.2. Local search methods

Local search methods include gradient-based and direct search
ethods. As the cost function 𝐹 (𝑿) in Eq. (56) is rarely expressible

n algebraic form, analytic gradients cannot be evaluated, with a need
o resort to less accurate numerical gradients. Some gradient-based
ethods have been applied inside WEC geometric optimisation loops

o determine the optimal PTO damping coefficient, e.g. [107,125].
n addition, the gradient-based Fletcher–Reeves algorithm is used to
ptimise the inner pendulum (working as a PTO) design for the SEAREV
evices for each iteration of its hull optimisation [96,103]. These
radient-based algorithms are not dwelt on here, since they are only
sed to find optimal PTO setups for WEC geometric optimisation. Some
irect search methods applied for WEC geometric optimisation are
ummarised in Table 7, including the constrained optimisation by linear
pproximation (COBYLA) [125–128] and the simple pattern search
ethod [130].

In Table 7, the viscous effect articulated in Eq. (32) is considered
n [79], but linearised as a equivalent damper in the spectral domain.

comparison study between the COBYLA and differential evolution
DE) method is conducted in [125], concluding that the DE algorithm
as the advantage of a high probability of convergence to a global
ptimum. However, it requires a much higher number of evaluating the
ost function, which results in significantly longer computational time.

n addition, only slight differences are found in the optimised results
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Table 6
Overview of geometric optimisation of WEC systems by exhaustive search or parametric study methods. Abbreviations: surge (S), heave (H),
pitch (P), time domain (TD), frequency domain (FD), regular wave (RW), irregular wave (IW), wave climate (WC), reactive control (RC), passive
control (PC), latching control (LC), declutching control (DC), and pseudo-spectral optimal control (PSOC).

WEC type Shapes Modes Hydrodynamic
modelling

Domains Wave
conditions

Control
approaches

Performance
criteria

References

PA Cyl H Experimental
WAMIT

TD
FD

IW
WC

DC
LC
RC
PSOC

𝑃v
𝑃a
𝑅𝐴𝑂

[33,64,71]

PA Cyl S, H, P Analytical FD IW RC 𝑅𝐴𝑂 [70]
PA Cyl

CylCon
Sph
CylSph

H AQWA FD WC PC 𝑃a [73]

PA Cyl, Sph
ConCylCon

H WAMIT TD IW
RW

RC
LC

𝑃v
𝐶𝑊𝑅

[78]

PA CylCon H AQUA+
Experimental

TD RW
IW

PC 𝑃a, 𝐶𝑊𝑅
𝑅𝐴𝑂

[82,84]

PA CylCon
CylSph

H WAMIT
AQWA

TD IW RC 𝑃a
𝐶𝑊𝑅

[83,85,87]

PA Cyl–Plt
Cyl–Cyl
Cyl-Sph

H AQWA
WAMIT
WEC-Sim

TD RW
IW

PC
RC

𝑃a [99,101]

PA Hul-Pdl H Hybrid TD RW
WC

PC 𝑅𝐴𝑂, 𝐶𝑊𝑅 [105]

PA Sph-Sph H Analytical FD WC PC 𝐴𝐸𝑃 , 𝐿𝐶𝑜𝐸 [102]
OWC UnivFix – Analytical

Empirical
OpenFOAM

FD
TD

RW
IW

PC 𝑅𝐴𝑂
𝐶𝑊𝑅

[108–110,172]

OWC FrntShp – CFX, FLOW3D
Experimental

TD RW
IW

PC 𝐶𝑊𝑅 [116,117]

OWC BtmShp – HOBEM
Experimental

TD RW PC 𝐶𝑊𝑅 [112,115]

OWC BtmShp – CFX TD RW PC 𝑅𝐴𝑂 [114]
OWC U-shape – HOBEM TD RW PC 𝐶𝑊𝑅 [119]
OWC UnivFlt – FLUENT TD RW – 𝑃a [121,124]
OWC UnivFlt – STAR-CCM+ TD RW – 𝐶𝑊𝑅 [122]
OWC UnivFlt – Analytical FD RW PC 𝐶𝑊𝑅 [123]
OWC Spar-buoy – WAMIT FD RW, IW RC 𝐸𝑃 , 𝑃a [124]
OWC BBDB – WAMIT FD RW PC 𝐶𝑊𝑅 [127]
AWEC Barge P WAMIT TD RW

IW, WC
PC 𝑃a [131]

TWEC Flap-vane P Hybrid FD RW PC 𝑃a [28–30]
TWEC Duck P AQWA FD RW RC 𝐶𝑊𝑅 [133]
TWEC Cylinder P Analytical TD RW RC 𝐶𝑊𝑅 [145]
TWEC Flap P Analytical FD RW PC 𝐶𝑊𝑅 [148]
TWEC Flap P Hybrid FD RW LC 𝐶𝑊𝑅, 𝑃v [194]
TWEC Cylinder P Experimental TD RW, IW PC 𝐶𝑊𝑅 [146]
TWEC C-cell P OpenFOAM

NEMOH
TD RW

IW, WC
PC 𝑃s, 𝐶𝑊𝑅 [150]

TWEC SSG – Empirical
Experimental

TD RW, IW PC 𝐶𝑊𝑅 [141–143]

TWEC WD – Empirical
Experimental

TD RW
IW

– 𝐶𝑊𝑅 [134–136,144]

TWEC WD – FLUENT TD RW – 𝐶𝑊𝑅 [137]
TWEC WaveCat – Experimental TD IW – 𝑃a, 𝐶𝑊𝑅 [138,140]
Table 7
Overview of geometric optimisation of WEC systems by local search methods. Abbreviations: pitch (P), frequency domain (FD), regular wave (RW), wave climate (WC), reactive
control (RC), passive control (PC) and constrained optimisation by linear approximation (COBYLA).

WEC type Shapes Modes Modelling Domains Wave conditions Control approaches Optimisation criteria Methods References

OWC Spar-buoy – WAMIT FD WC PC 𝐶𝑊𝑅 COBYLA [125,126]
OWC BBDB – WAMIT FD WC PC 𝐶𝑊𝑅

𝐿𝐶𝑜𝐸
COBYLA [127]

OWC UGEN – WAMIT FD WC PC 𝐶𝑊𝑅 COBYLA [128]
AWEC Barge P WAMIT FD RW RC 𝑃a, 𝑁𝑃𝑉 Pattern search [130]
returned by the two methods, less than 1% in term of mean annual
power for all wave conditions. One extension of basic line searches
to counter multi-modal performance surfaces is to use multiple initial
conditions, which may be computationally more economical than full
parallel search. For example, for the geometric optimisation of a barge-
type AWEC device [130], searching with multiple starts is effective
to find the global optimal solution. Such an approach has also been
employed in aerodynamic optimisation [258].
19
9.3. Global search methods

Compared to local search methods, global search methods can
increase the likelihood of finding the global optimal solution, but gen-
erally require significantly more computational resources. In general,
global search methods vary from case to case, and heuristic algo-
rithms, especially evolutionary algorithms (EAs), have demonstrated
their capability in offering robust methods to find a global optimum
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without requiring the information of derivatives or continuity of cost
functions [258].

9.3.1. Evolutionary algorithms
Evolutionary algorithms are generally used for a broad range of

engineering applications, and include genetic algorithms (GAs), evo-
lutionary strategies, particle swarm optimisation (PSO), differential
evolution (DE), etc. A comparison study of GA, PSO and DE is con-
ducted in [261], which concludes that the key difference of these
algorithms lies in how to generate the new population in each iteration
with different balances between intensification and diversification.

Among these EAs, GAs are the most popular and well-established
methods, and Table 8 summarises the application of GAs for hydrody-
namic optimisation of WEC devices. GAs do not require a cost function
gradient, and have less dependence on the continuity of the design
space. Hence, GAs can be applied to a wide variety of WEC concepts. In
addition, control constraints in terms of power and motion [151,152],
and time-varying mass and damping coefficients of the water column
in a U-OWC [118], can also be considered. A detailed description of
GAs are given in [262,263].

Other evolutionary algorithms used for WEC geometric optimisation
are summarised in Table 9. A simple evolutionary algorithm (1+1EA),
covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategy (CMAES), differential
evolution (DE), self-adaptive differential evolution (SaDE) and parti-
cle swarm optimisation (PSO) are compared in [79]. Multiple objec-
tive evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) are adopted for hydrodynamic
optimisation of PAs and AWECs in [59,147].

9.3.2. Other global search algorithms
In addition to evolutionary algorithms, a variety of global search

methods exist, but only a few are applied for WEC hydrodynamic
optimisation, including the Nelder–Mead simplex method (NMSM), the
response surface method (RSM) and the Taguchi method, as sum-
marised in Table 10. Additionally, the viscous effect is considered as
a linearised equivalent damper in [100].

9.4. Influence of optimisation algorithm on optimal geometry

In general, the selection of local or global search methods may
have only a slight influence on the optimised geometry, but displays a
dramatic difference in computation time. A comparison study between
the COBYLA and the DE methods is discussed in [125]. In this study,
only slight differences are found in the optimised results by the two
methods, less than 1% in term of mean annual power for all testing
cases. However, the DE has the advantage of a high probability of
convergence to a global optimum, but also requires a much higher
number of cost evaluations to converge, which results in correspond-
ingly higher computational time. By way of example, an Intel Core
i7 CPU @ 2.8 GHz is used in [125], where the COBYLA method
required approximately 10 h computation, while the DE method re-
quired approximately 903 h. Similar conclusions have been drawn in
aerodynamic optimisation [258].

The choice of optimisation algorithm will undoubtedly affect the
optimisation results to some extend. A variety of optimisation algo-
rithms are compared in [79], including the 1+1EA, NMSM, CMAES,
DE, PSO and SaDE methods. In this study, the optimised radii by the
aforementioned algorithms vary in the range of 𝑟 ∈ [18, 19.8] when the

ean annual power is used as the cost function, while the radii are
∈ [12.2, 14.7] when the LCoE (simplified as 𝐿𝐶𝑜𝐸 = 𝐴𝐸𝑃−0.5

m ) is used
as the cost function. Compared to the influence of the choice of a par-
ticular optimisation algorithm, the selection of a performance criterion
has much more significant influence on the optimised geometry. Also,
a hybrid method, i.e. the DE-NMSM method, is tried in [79], but no
specific comparison is made against other algorithms.

Finally, the interplay between the complexity of the optimisation
problem (reflecting the geometry and number of parameters to be
20
optimised) and the performance function employed may have a signifi-
cant bearing on the convexity of the resulting optimisation problem.
This may have a significant influence on the appropriate choice of
optimisation algorithm, with the methods described in Section 9.2
being potentially ineffective in determining the global optimum for
a significantly multi-modal performance surface. Equally, though the
methods of Section 9.1 provide exhaustive performance function com-
putation of all optimisation parameter combinations, and therefore
will generally reveal the global optimum (subject to the level of grid
resolution), the computational cost may be excessive. Therefore, some
insight into the nature of the optimisation problem is crucial if an
appropriate optimisation algorithm is to be chosen.

10. Discussion

Based on the references in Tables 1–10, pie charts are presented in
Fig. 12, to summarise the diversity of WEC hydrodynamic optimisation
efforts in terms of WEC concepts, wave conditions, modelling methods,
control strategies, optimisation criteria, and optimisation algorithms,
detailed as follows:

• It can be seen from Fig. 12(a) that PA concepts are most popular,
with 63% of studies on hydrodynamic optimisation, of which 50%
are for single-body, and 13% for two-body, PAs. The OWC and
TWEC concepts are evenly divided with a 17% share each, but
only 3% studies focus on the AWEC concepts. These findings show
a high consistency with the statistical results given in [14].

• As shown in Fig. 12(b), regular and irregular wave conditions
are evenly applied for WEC hydrodynamic optimisation. Within
the studies using irregular waves, 15% consider wave climates to
obtain more applicable shapes for specific wave farms.

• Another basis for comparison is the selection of hydrodynamic
modelling methods. As illustrated in Fig. 12(c), most modelling
methods are in the time and frequency domains, with only 4%
studies in the spectral domain. The potential flow theory, in-
cluding the FNPF, LPF and analytical methods, is generally used
to model the WSI. Up to 10% of studies use hybrid modelling
methods, but mainly consider the viscous effect as a linearised
equivalent damper. Fully nonlinear WSI are considered implicitly
when experimental or CFD methods are used. However, these
methods are expensive in cost or computation. In addition, the
layout of wave farm or WEC arrays can also affect the optimised
geometry of a component device [48,68], and the interaction
between WECs should be considered. Clearly, for model-based
optimisation to be meaningful, the mathematical/computational
model employed should be validated, as discussed in Section 4.

• Control strategies are critical for maximising power output of
WEC systems, and most geometric optimisation studies apply clas-
sical control methods, e.g. reactive control 25%, passive control
66%, and latching or declutching control 5%. Only 4% of stud-
ies consider modern control strategies, e.g. the pseudo spectral
optimal control. However, control strategies tend to exaggerate
WEC motion, and consequently result in strong nonlinearity in
the WSI. Thus, hydrodynamic optimisation should consider both
modern control strategies and so-induced nonlinear effects in
hydrodynamic modelling. In addition, PTO systems for control
actuation are assumed ideal, and the influence of non-ideal PTOs
on WEC geometric optimisation is unknown. This also suggests a
co-design framework for WEC hydrodynamic optimisation.

• For advancing commercial applications, WEC geometric optimi-
sation should aim to minimise the LCoE or maximise the NPV.
However, only 8% of studies try to optimise WEC designs based
on economic criteria (see Fig. 12(e)). In contrast, the majority, up
to 78% of studies, aim to maximise technical criteria, e.g. the av-
erage power absorption, annual energy production, capture width
ratio and RAO, mainly due to more straightforward performance
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Table 8
Overview of geometric optimisation of WEC systems by genetic algorithms. Abbreviations: surge (S), heave (H), pitch (P), time domain (TD), frequency domain (FD), spectral
domain (SD), regular wave (RW), irregular wave (IW), wave climate (WC), reactive control (RC), passive control (PC) and pseudo spectral optimal control (PSOC).

WEC type Shape Modes Hydrodynamic modelling Domain Wave conditions Control approaches Performance criteria References

PA ArbShp H NEMOH TD IW PSOC 𝑃a [60]
PA ArbShp H NEMOH TD WC RC 𝑃a [62]
PA ArbShp S, H, P WAMIT FD, TD IW PC 𝑃a, 𝑃v, 𝑃s [92,94,95]
PA Hul-Pdl P AQUA+ TD WC PC 𝑃a [96,103]
PA Hul-Pdl H NEMOH FD IW RC Cost of power, 𝐶𝑊𝑅 [106]
PA Hul-Pdl P, S ACHIL3D TD WC PC 𝐴𝐸𝑃 [104]
PA Cyl–Pst H WAMIT FD RW, WC RC 𝑃v [107]
OWC U-shape – Analytical SD IW PC 𝑃a [118]
OWC UGEN – WAMIT FD WC PC 𝑃a [128]
TWEC Flap P Analytical FD IW PC 𝐶𝑊𝑅 [149]
TWEC ArbShp P WAMIT FD RW, IW RC Power per length, 𝑃v [151,152]
Table 9
Overview of geometric optimisation of WEC systems by other evolutionary algorithms (excluding GAs). Abbreviations: heave (H), surge (S), frequency domain (FD), spectral domain
(SD), regular wave (RW), irregular wave (IW), wave climate (WC), reactive control (RC) and passive control (PC).

WEC type Shapes Modes Modelling methods Domains Wave conditions Control Optimisation criteria Methods References

PA ArbShp H, S WAMIT FD IW PC 𝑃a MOEA [59]
PA ArbShp H, S, P WAMIT TD IW PC 𝑃a, 𝑃v, 𝑃s PSO [95]
PA Cyl 6 DoFs Hybrid SD WC RC 𝑃a

𝐿𝐶𝑜𝐸
1+1EA, DE
CMAES
PSO, SaDE

[79]

OWC Spar-buoy – WAMIT FD WC PC 𝐶𝑊𝑅 DE [125]
AWEC Flap, C-cell S WAMIT FD RW RC Force per power

Area per power
MOEA [147]
Table 10
Overview of geometric optimisation of WEC systems by other global search methods. Abbreviations: heave (H), pitch (P), time domain (TD), frequency domain (FD), spectral
domain (SD), regular wave (RW), irregular wave (IW), wave climate (WC), reactive control (RC), passive control (PC), Nelder–Mead simplex method (NMSM), particle swarm
optimisation (PSO) and response surface method (RSM).

WEC type Shapes Modes Modelling methods Domains Wave conditions Control approaches Optimisation
criteria

Methods References

PA Cyl H ACHIL3D TD IW PC, LC 𝑃a NMSM [53]
PA Cyl 6 DoFs Hybrid SD IW RC 𝑃a, 𝐿𝐶𝑜𝐸 NMSM [79]
PA Cyl H, P AQWA TD RW PC 𝑃a

Cost of material
RSM [63]

PA Cyl–Cyl, Cyl–Sph H Hybrid FD RW PC 𝑃a Taguchi [100]
AWEC Seaweed P WAMIT FD RW, WC PC 𝑃a, 𝐶𝑊𝑅 RSM [132]
function evaluation. Some studies try to balance economic and
technical criteria by using a techno-economic criterion, e.g. power
per surface/volume/mass, AEP per surface/volume/mass.

• The optimisation problem of WEC geometry is somewhat opaque,
with numerical hydrodynamic calculations (among other issues)
obscuring the relationship between geometric parameters and
the performance function. As a result, the (possible multi-modal)
nature of the optimisation problem is very poorly defined, with
exhaustive search methods often applied, with a percentage up
to 63%, as shown in Fig. 12(f). Clearly, there is ample scope to
improve understanding of the nature of the geometry optimisa-
tion problem, if appropriate, efficient, and capable optimisation
algorithms are to be identified and employed.

The development of the SEAREV device, summarised in [256], is a
ood reference case study for WEC hydrodynamic optimisation. Three
enerations of prototype shapes are optimised, with the first generation
iming to simultaneously maximise annual power absorption and min-
mise the displaced mass, the second round aiming to reduce nonlinear
lamming and parametric resonance, and the third stage aiming to
ptimise detailed mechanical design. A noteworthy finding from this
ase study is that a higher TPL for WEC concepts is required, and
he TPL should be considered at the very beginning of WEC projects,
howing consistency with the findings in [4,37,38].

1. Conclusions

This review summaries the state-of-the-art of WEC geometric opti-
21

isation, with the main findings concluded as follows:
• WEC concepts, including operational modes and geometry defi-
nitions, have a significant influence on the optimised geometries.
However, there is no solid evidence to any concept over others.
This suggests the need for benchmarking studies, and explains the
lack of convergence in the development of WEC concepts.

• Wave conditions have a significant influence on WEC geometric
optimisation, and for a specific project, annual wave climate is
recommended as input data for optimisation. This can help to
customise a device to a specific location, but may result in a
significant computational burden. However, it is likely to display
the diversity in geometry for a particular site customisation.

• It is clear that hydrodynamic modelling methods play an import
role in WSI and, given the sensitivity of WEC dynamics to power
maximisation control (potentially exaggerating nonlinear effects),
no clear results are yet available on the sensitivity of optimal
geometry to the nature of the hydrodynamic model employed.
This could be an important area for further research. Equally, as
articulated in Section 4, it is important that the hydrodynamic
models, at least in their generic form, are representative and, to
some extent validated against experimental data.

• Different control strategies have a significant influence on the
optimised dimensions of WEC geometry. Optimised WEC shapes
are sensitive to control constraints, e.g. displacement, force and
power constraints. The energy transfer efficiency of PTO units is
generally assumed ideal, and non-ideal PTO, considering mechan-
ical, hydraulic or/and electrical losses, are not normally consid-
ered. Questions still remain as to how non-ideal PTO modelling
affects WEC optimised geometry.
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Fig. 12. Pie charts showing percentages of WEC concepts (a), wave conditions (b), hydrodynamic modelling methods (c), control strategies (d), optimisation criteria (e) and
ptimisation algorithms (f). Abbreviations: point absorber (PA), oscillating water column (OWC), attenuator-type wave energy converter (AWEC), terminator-type wave energy
onverter (TWEC), regular wave (RW), irregular wave (IW), wave climate (WC), frequency domain (FD), time domain (TD), spectral domain (SD), potential flow theory (PFT),
omputational fluid dynamics (CFD), experimental (EXP), hybrid (HYB), reactive control (RC), passive control (PC), latching control (LC), declutching control (DC), pseudo spectral
ptimal control (PSOC), economic criteria (EC), technical criteria (TC), techo-economic criteria (TEC), exhaustive search method (ESM), local search method (LSM), global search
ethod (GSM), genetic algorithm (GA) and evolutionary algorithm (EA).
• Optimisation criteria have dramatic influence on WEC hydrody-
namic optimisation; economic-driven, techno-economic and tech-
nical criteria tend to result in small, median and large shapes,
respectively. However, it is still difficult to evaluate economic
criteria, e.g. LCoE and NPV, as a cost function in the optimisation
procedure, since a high level uncertainty exists in estimating these
criteria. This uncertainty may be alleviated by the increasing
operation experience of WEC farms. However, ultimately, the
most meaningful performance indicators are those based exclu-
sively on economic metrics, providing they consider all technical
limitations and characteristics.

• Compared to other factors, optimisation algorithm has a relatively
limited influence on WEC geometric optimisation, though this
depends on the degree of multi-modality in the performance
surface, which is likely to some extent, given that the optimisation
problem is multi-parameter, multi-objective and implicit.

WEC geometry optimisation should be an indispensable procedure
t the initial stages of any WEC project to evaluate its technical, and
deally economic, performance over the whole life-cycle. As concluded
rom some sea trials of WEC systems, it is important to prioritise TPL
ver TRL, especially at initial to mid-term stages of development. In
ddition, a systematic co-design framework is still missing for WEC
ydrodynamic optimisation. Such a co-design framework should be ca-
able of covering all the main factors which can significantly influence
he optimisation results, including wave climates, flexible geometry
efinition, nonlinear WSI, control strategies, non-ideal PTO systems,
conomic or techno-economic criteria, and tailored optimisation algo-
ithms. While many of these issues have been covered individually, or
n partial combination, to date no concerted approach has been taken,
otentially invalidating many of the conclusions drawn to date.
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